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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

 

Term Definition 

Attribute Describing variety, origin, or price of a wine brand 

Category The classification of wines within a given Wine Collection 

Choice Synonymous with Predicted-Share. 

Collection Array of brands defining the wine category of a given SSE. 

CSR 
Crowd-Sourced Rating: Rating system (typically 5-star-scale) sourced from 
consumer opinions of a product or service 

DCM 
Discrete Choice Modeling: statistical modeling tool used to forecast product 
demand 

Mixed-Bag Shelving Variants of a given attribute randomly displayed on the same shelf 

Predicted-Share 
Hypothetical share of total wines available for purchase based on a numerical 
rating. 

Pre-sorted Shelving Variants of a given attribute organized by like-variant on separate shelves 

PWR Professional Wine Rating(s): typically a 100 point system. 

RED-CA 
SSE collection comprising Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot Noir, Zinfandel, Red 
Blends from two appellations: California & Napa Valley 

RED-FN 
SSE collection representing Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot Noir, Merlot, Red 
Blends from California & major French regions 

Rating-volume The number of ratings associated to a CSR numerical value 

Shelf Single Task in SSE referring to a single shelf display with wines “for sale” 

Shoppers Survey respondents (and corresponding preferences) participating in an SSE 

Simulator Synonymous with DCM 

SPARK-W SSE collection comprising Cava, Prosecco, US Sparkling & Champagne 

SSE Simulated Shelf Exercise: a full set of shelf-tasks. Primary tool for DCM  

WHITE-I 
SSE collection comprising Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Pinot Gris, and Rosé 
from France, California, and South Africa 
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1. ABSTRACT 

 

 

Do crowdsourced ratings influence purchasing behavior in a retail wine shop? This 

study examined the impact of external opinion on wine consumers at a time in which 

5-star reviews are incipient in the wine industry. The research quantified the behavior 

of 1202 participants browsing a simulated wine shop with the same trade-offs of a 

real store. Combining a data set of over 20,000 simulated purchases with discrete 

choice modeling and regression tools, this study confirms that crowdsourced ratings 

influence wine purchasing decisions. Compared directly with professional ratings, 

crowdsourced ratings display equal or greater impact on wine buying when the 

rating-volume is significant. Results demonstrate that knowledgeable shoppers who 

purchased wine in retail at higher-than-average volumes and prices were generally 

more likely to trust crowdsourced ratings. Investigation into whether the attributes of 

variety, origin, or price, modify the influence of crowdsourced ratings on shopper 

choice reveals that the relative influence of the rating is, in part, determined by the 

manner in which brands are arranged on a shelf (i.e. shelving with mixed-bag 

attributes vs pre-sorted attributes). This evidence suggests that, beyond any 

preferential advantage some wine categories may have over others with the same 

rating, the level of product familiarity in a given shopping scenario may be a greater 

determinant of consumer confidence in crowdsourced ratings. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Premise of Study 

Buying wine in a store can be challenging, especially for shoppers choosing between 

hundreds of alternatives displaying little more than wine labels and price tags 

(Higgins, McGarry Wolf and Wolf, 2017). Without a tasting flight or an attentive 

staffer, shoppers have little choice but to buy for a budget, recall past preferences 

(brands, varieties, origin), or rely on external opinions, often in the form of expert 

ratings (Lockshin, 2003). However, unless the store provides shelf-talkers with the 

latest scores or the customer has the relevant Wine Advocate in hand, the shopping 

scenario remains fraught with risk (Gibbs, Tapia and Warzynski, 2009; Taylor, Dodd 

and Barber, 2008). What if the shopper could access the wine community’s collective 

opinion in the same manner as a Yelp restaurant recommendation or a 4.8 star-rated 

novel on Amazon?  

 

While the advent of consumer-based opinion portals for wine is comparable to that of 

general products,1 most have primarily functioned as communities for collectors to 

store and share notes, as opposed to serving as commercial buying guides. Since 

the turn of the decade however, a confluence of factors such as social network 

maturation, smartphone camera ubiquity and rapid wine label identification 

technology2 has enabled the access and utility of crowdsourced ratings (CSR) to 

become more commonplace (Mitroff, 2015). Indeed, a 2015 survey based on 

representative sampling data shows 90% of wine consumers have a smartphone, 

and 26% of them use a wine app to help decide a purchase (Thach and Chang, 

                                                           
1
 (Cellartracker.com was founded before Yelp.com) 

2
 OCR rapid identification technology (En.wikipedia.org, 2013) 
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2015). On-demand wine technology startups Delectable (founded-2011) have 

popularized mobile usage of CSR in wine commerce (Hemming MW, 2017; Higgins, 

McGarry Wolf and Wolf, 2017; Hui, 2015). In particular, the dramatic volume of 

digital traffic for the most popular wine app3, Vivino.com, with over 27 million 

downloads and a database of 82 million 5-star scale ratings of over 200,000 wineries 

(Cebulla, 2017), suggests wine consumers have embraced CSR as a novel 

numerical index to guide their wine purchase decisions, a domain solely populated 

by expert ratings until recently (Mabray, 2016; Freedman, 2017).  

2.2 Research Scope 

2.2.1 Numerical Rating Values 

While most rating systems include context in the form of written reviews, studies 

show the average time spent selecting wine in a store is one minute (Lockshin, 

Mueller and Louviere, 2010). In fact, one well-known wine critic, no doubt aware of 

this tendency, explicitly remind followers to read his “written commentary that 

accompanies the ratings… regarding the wine’s style and personality.” 

(Robertparker.com, 2017). As such, these brisk buying situations often cross into the 

realm of simple heuristics, in which mental shortcuts are used to evaluate one aspect 

of a complex problem while ignoring the others (Zhang et al., 2014). Because 

numerical values are relatively easy to use as shortcuts instead of the corresponding 

narrative, the research will focus on rating values: 100-point scale for professional 

wine scores (PWR), 5-star scale for CSR, and the corresponding CSR rating-

volume. 

2.2.2 Off-Premise Market Focus 

                                                           
3
 #1 Downloaded Wine App in US by all Platforms, #36 Overall (iOS) and #31 Overall (Google Play) 

Food-Beverage app in USA (Appannie.com, 2017) 
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While a wine consumer is theoretically influenced by ratings in various market 

channels, i.e. – retail, on-premise, auction etc., this research selects the off-premise 

market for several reasons. First, retail is the largest and most meaningful wine sales 

channel in the US, comprising 78.75% market share of a US$62 billion industry 

(Wines Vines Analytics, 2017) from 143,991 off-premise merchants (Brager 

[Nielsen], 2017). Second, as discussed, retail environments possess the precise 

scenario in which heuristic shortcuts are a likely consumer strategy (Ketron, Spears 

and Dai, 2016), i.e. there is a strong likelihood of choice-overload when facing high 

brand differentiation (Cholette and Castaldi, 2005). Third, on-premise channels are 

complicated by the additional real-life external pressures and cues of time pressure, 

social expectations, server suggestions, wine pairing notions, and increased financial 

risk caused by higher markups. The retail channel is, therefore, the relevant channel 

to launch new research of CSR and will remain the focus of this study. 

2.3 Investigation Process 

This study utilizes a market research tool called Discrete Choice Modeling, a 

sophisticated, two-step statistical technique within the broader discipline of Conjoint 

Analysis to measure and forecast consumer purchasing behavior by simulating real 

choice in a market (Mueller et al., 2010; Sánchez and Gil, 1998). In order to 

investigate CSR influence on wine consumer behavior beyond a superficial 

consideration and provide directions for future study, the research will follow a 

structure set by three questions as follows: 

 Question 1: Do CSR in a retail environment affect purchasing behavior and 

does the magnitude and reliability of their effect compare with that of 

Professional Ratings (PWR)? 
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 Question 2: If the CSR effect exists, is the influence non-uniform for different 

U.S. populations? 

 Question 3: Do traditional wine attributes (e.g. variety, origin, price) modulate 

CSR effects on wine purchasing behavior? 

Discovering a measurable impact from CSR on wine purchasing behavior has 

important implications for the entire supply chain of the wine industry. Producers, 

marketing and distribution bodies, merchants, and hospitality programs paying 

attention to critical reviews and ratings may have to consider the role of CSR in the 

future. This paper lays the groundwork for a more contemporary approach to the 

study of factors driving wine consumer purchasing behavior.  
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1 Overview 

General consumer buying behavior in relation to external influence has been an 

active field of study for several decades (Bearden and Etzel, 1982). While naturally 

overlap with the general field, the specific focus on wine consumer behavior is a 

growing area of research due to wine's unique set of attributes as a particularly 

complex experience-good (Barber, Ismail and Dodd, 2007). Shopping in a wine store 

presents conditions that quickly increase uncertainty for most customers including: 

extremely high product differentiation, inability to sample before purchase, and 

competing qualitative markers like ratings, tasting notes, discounts (Atkin and Thach, 

2012). This causes a degree of perceived risk (Outreville and Desrochers, 2016) in 

making a choice that, if incorrect, would bear financial or social penalties based on 

cultural expectations surrounding wine. The literature shows consumer strategies are 

often heuristic evaluations of one or more external cues: price, variety, origin, brand, 

and external opinions, written or verbal (Atkin and Johnson, 2010; Atkin and Thach, 

2012; Mitchell and Greatorex, 1989). External opinion cues, while not usually seen 

as the dominant reason for wine purchase (Lockshin, Mueller and Louviere, 2010), 

are considered a factor worth studying (Bouzdine-Chameeva and Galam, 2011). 

 

3.2 General Reviews and Rating Systems 

External opinion usually comes from one of two sources: 1) classic "word of mouth" 

or 2) professional/expert opinion. Both types carry separate attractions: the word-of-

mouth, or amateur opinion, is a relatable resource for the average consumer 
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(Nielsen Global Online Consumer Survey, 2009); the professional opinion is a 

reliable authority providing guidance (Bouzdine-Chameeva and Galam, 2011; 

Knowles MW, 2015). Both types have been aggregated in various written forms over 

the years as "peer reviews" and "critic reviews." These reviews typically included 

numerical rating systems as a form of short-hand to the public’s benefit. 

Contemporary technology advancements have increased the pervasiveness of rating 

sources like Rotten Tomatoes, Yelp, and Amazon (Fennessey, 2017; Luca, 2011). 

These are readily available to consumers, as advances in digital communication and 

constant online connectivity have overcome previous hurdles of dissemination 

(Maslowska, Malthouse and Bernritter, 2016). 

 

3.2.1 Professional Wine Ratings (PWR) Influence 

Consumers are influenced by both peer and expert third-party opinions (Luca, 2011; 

Reinstein and Snyder, 2005). In particular, the literature is consistent across several 

industries outside of wine reporting that consumers use external cues like (PWR) in 

conditions where low information exists about an experience-good or the consumer 

displays risk-aversion (Dewenter and Heimeshoff, 2015). Displaying PWR has 

become acceptable for companies and businesses whose products or services have 

been rated, even if sometimes unfavorably (Berger, Sorensen and Rasmussen, 

2009; Boatwright, Basuroy and Kamakura, 2007). 

  

 

 

3.2.2 Crowd-Sourced Ratings (CSR) Influence 
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Scholars have also demonstrated the influence of amateur ratings and reviews on 

general purchasing behavior (Scaraboto, Rossi and Costa, 2012). Of particular 

interest are crowdsourced ratings (CSR), often in the form of 5-star rating systems 

under the aegis of numerous aggregators like Yelp, Amazon, and TripAdvisor 

(Influence-central.com, 2017). These are natural extensions of the tradition of 

consumer reporting, but with the distinct on-demand appeal of harnessing tens or 

hundreds (or more) of word-of-mouth data points to provide the perception of a 

legitimate, “socially -proofed” qualitative reference (Millwood, 2017; Sahin, 2017; 

Spiegel Research Center, Northwestern University, 2014).  

 

3.2.3 CSR Componentry 

CSR have two components: the actual star-based rating (usually on a 5-star scale), 

followed by its volume of aggregated reviews: 

Aggregator Crowdsourced Rating Review Volume 

Amazon 4.2 Stars 924 Customer Reviews 

Yelp 3.9 Stars 251 Reviews 

Airbnb 4.5 Stars 8 Reviews 

 

Review-volume is an important feature in the appeal of CSR; literature has shown 

the larger review-volume, the more the score appears to resonate with the general 

consumer (Luca, 2011; Spiegel Research Center, Northwestern University, 2014). 

3.3 Ratings Influence in Wine 

One study (Lockshin and Corsi, 2012) developed a comprehensive summary of all 

wine consumer-related literature between 2003 and 2012, which revealed a 

disproportionate focus on PWR influence in wine, likely due to the consistent use of 
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professional scores as leverage by the wine sales industry (Gibbs, Tapia and 

Warzynski, 2009). Their influence mirrors findings in studies of general commercial 

goods (Hilger, Rafert and Villas-Boas, 2011). In contrast, the study of numerical CSR 

as an external cue was almost entirely (and not unexpectedly) lacking in research 

before 2010, when a single paper foreshadowed the power of star ratings on 

wine behavior (Lockshin, Mueller and Louviere, 2010). 

 

Post 2012, the proportion of study between PWR and CSR was the same as 

described above save for Aqueveque’s (2015) analysis of consumer “expert” 

influence on perceived quality and one MW dissertation comparing the influence of 

amateur to professional reviews on purchasing wine (Knowles MW, 2015). However 

these studies focused on different aspects and channels of influence on consumer-

based opinion and did not investigate numerical CSR systems. 

 

3.3.1 Ratings influence in Wine by Population 

Notwithstanding the lack of investigation of CSR influence on consumer behavior, 

this research is informed by reviewing how PWR is known to impact consumers in 

various contexts. Two studies use similar statistical modeling to the methodology 

outlined on Page 13, conjoint analysis, to show that accolades such as 

professional scores and medals have measurable impact on consumer choices 

(Mueller et al., 2010; Lockshin, Mueller and Louviere, 2010). One MW dissertation, 

which informed this paper’s methodology, provides a useful summary (of existing 

literature through 2014) of PWR influences within demographic segments (Paris 

MW, 2014). It is the first national study of its kind to measure PWR scores’ impact on 
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purchasing behavior, usefully identifying all studies relating to consumer 

demographics to PWR, (and by extension, this paper’s investigation of CSR). 

 

3.3.2 Ratings influence in Wine by Demographics 

The Paris MW (2014) study offers evidence of the following relationships: 

Age 

Younger, tech savvy members of generation X and Y, along with millennials, are 

more affected by numerical ratings than their older peers. 

Gender 

Men pay more attention to PWR than women, which runs counter to previous 

literature regarding accolades. Women, however, are more influenced by medals 

and awards. 

Income  

Income level analysis suggests lower-income wine drinkers pay more attention to 

PWR influence. 

Wine Involvement  

Consumers with higher frequency purchase and consumption are generally more 

influenced by PWR. However, PWR confidence experiences a notable decline 

amongst those who purchase more than nine bottles a month. 

3.3.3 Ratings influence in Wine by Displayed Attributes  

While the role of wine attributes of variety, origin, price on consumer choice in retail 

has been studied well (Hughson et al., 2004; Kelley, Hyde and Bruwer, 2015; 

Tamaş, 2016; Sánchez and Gil, 1998), limited analysis has been done specifically on 

how PWRs influence choice within those attributes: 

Price 
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Research shows correlation between PWR impact and wine price (Gibbs, Tapia and 

Warzynski, 2009). Since higher-priced wines are expected to carry higher scores, 

consumers who shop for expensive wines will inevitably use scores to a greater 

degree. Paris MW (2014) also found that “for higher-priced wines, the significance of 

higher scores is much more influential than for lower-priced wines.” Other studies 

support this notion by showing brand and price, rather than PWR, drive purchasers 

to less expensive wines (Ritchie, Elliott and Flynn, 2010). 

Variety & Origin:  

Limited study has been done on how PWR impact consumer influence within 

different traditional wine attributes. One study suggests that “prestige” varietal and 

origin attributes (Cabernet Sauvignon over Zinfandel, and Napa over Sonoma) play a 

role in consumer preference: consumers are willing to pay more for a more 

prestigious bundle of attributes with the same PWR than for a less prestigious one 

(Cuellar and Claps, 2013). However, aside from Gibbs (2009) showing a specific 

PWR influence on a narrowly defined origin (Robert Parker’s impact on Bordeaux), 

literature has not fully tackled the study of whether PWR influence consumer choice 

differently when attribute variants (like two or more origins or prices) compete on a 

store shelf.  

3.4 Literature Review Summary 

This literature review demonstrates the extent of consumer related PWR research 

while revealing a distinct (yet logical) lack to date of CSR research, the study of 

which can add further to the body of knowledge related to wine commerce. The 

critical mass of CSR user-adoption needed have a commercial impact on sales may 

have now been reached, presenting an opportunity and rationale to explore this 
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system as a viable source of persuasion for wine shoppers. The same 5-star ratings 

used extensively by consumers in other products are now the privilege of the wine 

drinking community: this research intends to show if, and how, they matter. 

4. METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Overview: 

To isolate CSR and PWR influence from the mix of wine shop factors on purchasing 

behavior, this study used a variant of Conjoint Analysis called Discrete Choice 

Modeling (DCM), a powerful market simulation tool used by a wide range of 

industries (Decisionanalyst.com, n.d.; Sánchez and Gil, 1998). First, a pre-screened 

population of wine consumers took an online survey designed to simulate a typical 

shopping experience in a wine store (Client Conjoint Simulator, 2013). Next, DCM 

applied statistical modeling to the data-set and reliably predicted how a wine’s 

purchase share was impacted when CSR or PWR were varied (Mueller et al., 

2010).  Finally, classical statistical tools assessed predicted-share changes in 

relation to both rating systems in order to determine meaningful trends. 

4.2 Survey Build 

4.2.1 Respondent Population: 

An independent third-party research firm - Strategic Insights, New York – sourced 

1202 US residents of legal drinking-age with online-browser access from a national 

consumer database of six million people. These were pre-screened to represent a 

realistic cross-section of wine consumers based on data from leading wine consumer 

researchers (See Appendix D for comparative data) by answering a series of 

structured questions including standard demographic qualifiers (age, gender, 

income). Additional questions were included to elicit further insights into their 
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relationship with wine (See Appendix B). Next, respondents, hereafter referred to as 

“shoppers,” were exposed to a series of on-screen simulated store shelves and were 

asked which one of the wines shown, if any, they would buy.  

4.2.2 Wine Category Selection 

To provide findings of broad commercial relevance for the US wine industry, four 

discrete choice exercises, hereafter called Simulated Shelf Exercise (SSE), were 

built; each comprised of a different wine category: 

 California Reds (RED-CA),  

 French & Napa Premium Reds (RED-FN),  

 International Whites and Rosé (WHITE-I) 
 

 Sparkling Wines (SPARK-W).  

In order to adhere to Conjoint Analysis standards (Client Conjoint Simulator, 2013), 

each SSE drew from a predetermined collection of wine brands with specific 

proportionality of three traditional wine attributes:  variety, origin, and price (See 

Appendix C). Additionally, the varieties and origins grouped in each collection 

reflected at least 60% US market share of the category they intended to represent. 
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4.2.3 SSE Category Collections  

1. RED-CA: Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot Noir, Zinfandel, Red Blends from two 

appellations: California & Napa Valley4. (24 brands) 

2. RED-FN: Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot Noir, Merlot, Red Blends from Napa & major 

French regions5. (24 brands) 

3. WHITE-I: Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Pinot Gris, and Rosé from France, 

Sonoma, and South Africa6. (36 brands) 

4. SPARK-W: Cava (Spain), Prosecco (Italy), Champagne (France) and California 

Sparkling (U.S.A.)7. (12 brands)  

                                                           
4  Representing 88.9 % Market Share of US Retail Red Wine sales: Source: Nielsen Total U.S. All 

Outlets (xAOC + Liquor Plus + Conv + Military); 52 w/e 12-31-2016 –Volume Basis) (Brager (Nielsen), 

2017). 

5
  France: second largest share- 23.25%- US imports sales by value. California: 85% share of 

domestic wine (Wines Vines Analytics, 2017). Varieties represent 83% of US red wines: Source: 

Nielsen Total U.S. All Outlets (xAOC + Liquor Plus + Conv + Military); 52 w/e 12-31-2016 –Volume 

Basis (Brager (Nielsen), 2017).  

6
  Three varieties represent 62.8% share of US Retail White Wine sales by Volume, 69.6% by value 

(Wines Vines Analytics, 2017). Rosé selected due to growth trend of X despite a <2% market share 

Source: Nielsen Total U.S. All Outlets (xAOC + Liquor Plus + Conv + Military); 52 w/e 12-31-2016 –

Volume Basis (Brager (Nielsen), 2017). 
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(See Appendix C for full brand list) 

 

4.2.4 Pricing structure 

SSE collections approximated the price variance found in real-life market scenarios 

(Brager [Nielsen], 2017) by clustering around three price-points: low (US$15), 

medium (US$20), and high (US$25), while occasionally reflecting a discount for 

certain wines. Collection prices were kept above US$108 for three reasons. First, as 

previously mentioned, studies suggest brand and price attributes drive consumers of 

less expensive wines more than ratings do (Ritchie, Elliott and Flynn, 2010). Perrotti 

Brown MW (2017) of Robertparker.com confirms this “…many wines at this price 

point [under US$10] are not sold via expert, third party endorsement, but on price.” 

Second, according to leading industry sources (Brager [Nielsen], 2017), the 

US$10.99+ retail sector represents a significant and growing portion of the US wine 

market that deserves more study. Third, professional reviewers “favor featuring the 

highest quality wine reviews, which do not include a lot of wines in the under US$10 

category.” (Perrotti Brown MW, 2017; WineSpectator.com, 2017).  

 

4.2.5 Category Collection Example (Red-CA)  

A matrix of twenty-four bottle images was constructed using the four selected 

varieties, each represented by six different brands |Figure 1|. Of each six-brand 

cluster, two origins were represented, and each brand clustered around one of three 

price-points. (See Appendix C for full brand list) 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
7
 Representing 72.1% Share of US Retail Sparkling Wine Sales (Nielsen.com, 2017) 

 
8
 The highest priced wine was a Champagne ($34.99). For full Brand list, see Appendix C 
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FIGURE 1 SSE CATEGORY COLLECTION OF RED-CA 

Variety #1 Origin Price Variety #2 Origin Price 

Cabernet Sauvignon Brand #1 California Low Red Blend Brand #1 California Low 

Cabernet Sauvignon Brand #2 California Medium Red Blend Brand #2 California Medium 

Cabernet Sauvignon Brand #3 California High Red Blend Brand #3 California High 

Cabernet Sauvignon Brand #4 Napa Valley Low Red Blend Brand #4 Napa Valley Low 

Cabernet Sauvignon Brand #5 Napa Valley Medium Red Blend Brand #5 Napa Valley Medium 

Cabernet Sauvignon Brand #6 Napa Valley High Red Blend Brand #6 Napa Valley High 

Variety #3 Origin Price Variety #4 Origin Price 

Pinot Noir Brand #1 California Low Zinfandel Brand #1 California Low 

Pinot Noir Brand #2 California Medium Zinfandel Brand #2 California Medium 

Pinot Noir Brand #3 California High Zinfandel Brand #3 California High 

Pinot Noir Brand #4 Napa Valley Low Zinfandel Brand #4 Napa Valley Low 

Pinot Noir Brand #5 Napa Valley Medium Zinfandel Brand #5 Napa Valley Medium 

Pinot Noir Brand #6 Napa Valley High Zinfandel Brand #6 Napa Valley High 

Figure 1 is the Collection from which the SSE for Red-CA shoppers was created, not the actual simulation itself. 

 

 

4.2.6 CSR and PWR Numerical Ranges:  

Five CSR values were selected to represent a credible range of ratings derived from 

real-world 5-star distribution data from a leading wine app9. Five PWR values were 

selected based on review of past ranges utilized by studies with similar methodology 

and scope (Paris MW, 2014). Rating values were displayed un-branded to control for 

rating-brand influence, e.g. no mention of Vivino, Delectable, Wine Spectator, etc..   

 

4.2.7 CSR Rating-Volume Range 

                                                           
9
 Empirical analysis of 5-star bell-curve distribution cross-referenced with US user utility of leading 

CSR wine app and subsequent discussion produced the range of values for the study (Cebulla, 
2017). 
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In consideration of the importance attributed to the review-volumes associated with 

numerical basis of CSR for other products, all five CSR values received one of three 

review-volumes, hereafter called rating-volume, derived from histogram analysis of 

the full database of ratings across all brands of a leading CSR wine app, cross-

referenced with the actual rating-volume of the 96 brands used in this study10. The 

resulting range of PWR, CSR, and rating-volume sourced for this methodology is 

summarized in Figure 2.   

FIGURE 2 CSR AND PWR NUMERICAL VALUE RANGE 

CROWD-SOURCED RATING PROFESSIONAL 

14 ratings 173 ratings 852 ratings RATING 

3.4 Stars 3.4 Stars 3.4 Stars 85 Points 

3.7 Stars 3.7 Stars 3.7 Stars 88 Points 

4.0 Stars 4.0 Stars 4.0 Stars 90 Points 

4.2 Stars 4.2 Stars 4.2 Stars 92 Points 

4.4 Stars 4.4 Stars 4.4 Stars 94 Points 

 

4.2.8 Final Shelf Rendering:  

Each task, hereby called Shelf, comprised a randomized assortment of six bottle 

images sourced from a given SSE collection with occasional ratings sourced from 

the CWR and PWR numerical range. After making a choice, each shopper was 

exposed to a new Shelf that varied the assortment of brand, discount, PWR, and 

CSR (and rating-volume). Figure 3 shows the final visual rendering of an actual Shelf 

example from the survey. 

                                                           
10

 Full derivation of  from 8 million ratings of CSR rating-volume is shown in Appendix E Page 
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FIGURE 3 FINAL SHELF RENDERING 

 

 

4.2.9 SSE Shopper Distribution  

The 1202 respondents, were assigned to different groups based on the types of 

wines they reported buying in the past year in the survey |Figure 4| to ensure the 

Shelves would represent the kinds of wines they might actually buy. Each group 

(approximately N = 300) was assigned to two of four SSE’s and each SSE 

incorporated nine randomized Shelves. Thus, six hundred shoppers were exposed to 

each SSE and “bought bottles” from eighteen different Shelves. 
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FIGURE 4 PREFERENCE QUESTION DESIGNED TO FILTER SHOPPERS INTO APPROPRIATE SSES 

 

4.3 Discrete Choice Modeling  

4.3.1 Data Collection and Choice Modeling 

The survey resulted in a substantial data set: 1202 shoppers exposed to 18 shelves 

(two SSEs) produced 21,636 buying opportunities from a total of 151,452 options 

(six wines per Shelf, plus a “Choose Nothing” option). DCM software derived the 

impact of influential attributes (Variety, Origin, Price, Rating) on purchase behavior, 

as these attributes varied from Shelf to Shelf. Of particular importance, the 

influences of CSR and PWR systems on shopper choice were quantified into 

numerical values. Further statistical modeling of these numerical values enabled 

multiple iterative “what-if” shelf configurations without the original respondents 
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having to be present, allowing for exploration of each rating system effect with 

impunity.11 

4.3.2 Iterative Processing 

The influence of CSR on purchasing behavior was found through the DCM 

simulator’s identification of changes in shopper choice (predicted-share) as a CSR 

value was applied to a single wine while keeping constant the other brands in the 

simulation. By repeating this process for all wines in the SSE and averaging changes 

in their predicted share, a measure of the five CSR values’ influence, along with 

three corresponding number of ratings, could be fully determined in isolation from 

other influences on purchasing behavior (Decisionanalyst.com, n.d.; Mueller et al., 

2010). This process was iterated for CSR and PWR values across all four SSEs. 

4.4 Analysis Plan  

4.4.1 Regression Analysis 

Once the average wine’s predicted share was calculated, a linear regression 

analysis was applied to each of the five scores for both CSR and PWR systems. The 

slope of each system was found, normalized, and compared against each other. 

Question 1 findings were reported as the comparison of normalized slopes of 

predicted-share change by CSR and PWR. Findings for Question 2 and 3, in which 

                                                           
11

 Each DCM scenario conducted 200,000 iterative purchasing simulations using Randomized First 

Choice (RFC), a commonly used method in Conjoint Analysis. RFC calculates a likelihood of 

preference score, adds an error coefficient to the highest likelihood choice. Literature often shows this 

is the most effective way to predicted-share of choice. Source: 

//www.xlstat.com/en/solutions/features/simulation-for-conjoint-analysis 
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attention is focused on only CSR influence—were reported as predicted-share 

change (∆Share) per 0.1 Star (∆
1

10
 Star) increment12.  

4.4.2 Normalizations for Proportional Comparisons 

SSE Slope Normalization  

Since magnitude of any slope is affected by how many selections exist in a given 

dataset, slope values were adjusted by a notionally common scale13 to bring the 

complete set of SSE findings into alignment and allow for cross-comparison. The 

scale was selected as the ratio of a constant number—24—to the total number of 

wine selections in each SSE collection. The following example illustrates the 

normalization. The Red-FN Collection of 24 wines were a 1:1 ratio of the constant 

number {24:24} whereas the twelve wines in Spark-W Collection was a 1:2 ratio of 

the constant number {12:24}. Therefore, the following hypothetical findings: a +2.5% 

change in Red-CA and a +5.0% change in Spark-W per ∆
1

10
 Star were equivalent 

after normalization. 

 2.5% × 24
24⁄ = 2.5%   𝛼 →   5.0% × 12

24⁄ = = 2.5%  

CSR vs PWR Normalization  

Comparing slopes of influence between two numerically different systems, PWR 

(100 point system) and CSR (5 star system) also required normalization. First, 

analysis of actual 5-star consumer ratings from a leading wine app14 compared to the 

published professional ratings of 43,000+ separate wine brands derived a constant 

(C = 0.1709) to use as the common scale for normalization. Next, to measure the 

                                                           
12

 ∆
1

10
 stars reflects the realistic incremental improvement for ratings based on averaging multiple 

inputs, and provides a more applicable measure of the potential impact of CSR in the real world. 

 
13

Statistical process to compare values from different data sets. Source: 
statisticshowto.com/normalized 
14

(Cebulla, 2017) See Appendix F for full derivation of constant.  
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relative magnitude of influence between PWR and CSR, the constant C was used to 

bring PWR and CSR findings into alignment and allow linearly proportional 

comparisons of the impact between both rating systems. The equation is displayed 

in Figure 5: 

FIGURE 5 FOR LINEAR PROPORTIONALITY BETWEEN CSR AND PWR 

Normalization Equation where: 

 m is slope of a given rating system 

 C is the constant value (0.1709) bringing 

PWR and CSR into alignment 

 𝛼 signifies normalization - allowing 

proportional comparisons 

 ᵣᵥ is Rating Volume for a given CSR 

𝑚(𝑃𝑊𝑅)

𝐶
   𝛼  𝑚(𝐶𝑆𝑅ᵣ)     

 

 

4.4.3 Population Segment Analysis 

To analyze whether CSR was uniform across various population segments, the DCM 

simulator grouped shoppers by responses to selected questions and compared 

results. For instance, to investigate whether or not CSR affect low-income and high-

income shoppers differently, the DCM simulator sorted shoppers (and their 

corresponding preferences) by the appropriate survey qualifier and compared all 

segmented findings15.  

 

4.4.4 Wine Attribute Analysis  

The DCM simulator isolated the effect that traditional wine attributes (variety, origin, 

price) had on CSR influence by changing the shelving configuration of a given SSE 

                                                           
15

 Populations are not cross-referenced due to the sizable factorial potential for analysis, the volume 

of which will rapidly overcome the scope of a work of this size. The research acknowledges factorial 
cross-referencing of population segments an area of future study. Population Quota in relation to U.S. 
wine consumer data is referenced in Appendix D.  
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to sort, exclude, or include any variant of those attributes and subsequently iterate 

the shopping process. For instances, if the researcher wished to observe how CSR 

influenced purchases for French wines differently than California wines, the 

simulation was programmed to configure shelving as a Mixed-Bag of French brands 

and California brands (both types randomly distributed on the same Shelf) or Pre-

sorted French and California brands (two separate Shelves, one for each region of 

origin). A comparison of how CSR influenced shopper choices for each origin was 

possible by measuring the relative change of predicted-share between French-only 

brands and California-only brands as CSR increased. Since both shelving methods 

are plausible merchandising options for a real-world wine stores, the study analyzed 

both Mixed-Bag and Pre-sorted-Shelving scenarios for all three Attributes (variety, 

origin, price). 

 

4.4.5 Inherent Preference Control 

To minimize the effect of any given attribute (e.g. brand) having greater or lesser 

appeal, findings were analyzed as a slope average of predicted-share changes for all 

wines within each SSE Collection. Hence, even if Brand A was more popular in the 

real-world than Brand B, (and its starting share likely higher) measuring the impact of 

CSR on the combined slopes of predicted-shares A & B, rather than comparing 

absolute values of predicted-share between A & B, negated brand interference. 
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4.4.6 Statistical Rigor 

The reliability and predictive validity of the research findings was bolstered by the 

following features & tools: 

Survey Build:  The population size of respondents was calculated to be statistically 

reliable with a total of 1202 respondents for the structured-question portion of the 

survey, of which 601 respondents are assigned to shop each SSE. This produces a 

total of 21,636 simulated purchases out of 151,452 buying opportunities16  

DCM Market Simulator: The following Conjoint Analysis principles were implemented 

for DCM: Orthogonal Design17, Hierarchical Bayesian Procedure18, and Randomized 

First Choice19 

Findings Data set robustness  

21,636 simulated purchases and associated shopper preferences were programmed 

into the DCM market simulator, which subsequently processed 200,000 computer-

generated simulated purchases as a sensitivity test for each SSE iteration of CSR 

value, rating-volume, PWR value on all population segments, brands (96 total) and 

attribute variants. The resulting data-points (in the millions) were batch-analyzed to 

render approximately 288 individual slopes producing the data compiled in all 8 

major tables in Findings, Chapter 5.  

Analysis: The following statistical tools were used as appropriate:  linear regression 

analysis, two-tailed paired and unpaired t-tests (including Bonferroni-Holm 

corrections for multiple comparisons), ANOVAs, and f-tests. 

                                                           
16

 1202 respondents x 6 brands per Shelf with 1 “non-buy” option x 9 Shelves X 2 SSEs = 151,452 

buying opportunities  
17 

Orthogonal Design: sawtoothsoftware.com/forum/14136/orthogonality-of-experiment 
18

 Hierarchical Bayesian Theory: www.qualtrics.com/blog/hierarchical-bayes-estimation-in-conjoint-

analysis-2/ 
19

 Randomized First Choice: www.xlstat.com/en/solutions/features/simulation-for-conjoint-analysis 

http://www.qualtrics.com/blog/hierarchical-bayes-estimation-in-conjoint-analysis-2/
http://www.qualtrics.com/blog/hierarchical-bayes-estimation-in-conjoint-analysis-2/
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5. RESULTS 

5.1 Question 1a. Do CSR in a retail environment affect purchasing behavior? 

5.1.1. Predicted-Share Findings |Table A|  

The effect of CSR on predicted share is summarized below. For example: in Red-

CA, predicted-share increased from 10.2% to 28.1% as CSR rose from “3.4 stars 

with 852 ratings” to “4.4 stars with 852 ratings.” The corresponding slope of 17.7% 

means the average wine was chosen 1.77% more often with each 1

10
 star increase. 

TABLE A: CROWD-SOURCED RATING (CSR) INFLUENCE ON PREDICTED SHARE IN EACH STORE SHELF EXERCISE (SSE) 

With 852 Ratings  RED-CA    σ RED-FN σ WHITE-I σ SPARK-W σ 

3.4 stars 

P
re

d
ic

te
d

 S
h

ar
e

 10.2% ± 2.3 9.5% ± 3.9 6.7% ± 5.4 6.5% ± 3.3 

3.7 stars 10.8% ± 4.8 7.6% ± 2.7 4.8% ± 3.5 7.2% ± 3.4 

4.0 stars 14.7% ± 3.9 20.4% ± 4.6 15.2% ± 7.8 11.3% ± 3.3 

4.2 stars 21.0% ± 4.7 24.6% ± 5.1 18.8% ± 6.8 10.8% ± 3.6 

4.4 stars 28.1% ± 4.2 32.0% ± 5.3 24.7% ± 7.6 15.2% ± 3.9 

Slope of CSR  17.7 R = 0.93 24.3 R = 0.94 19.6 R = 0.94 8.2 R = 0.94 

∆Share per ∆ 1

10
 star  1.77%  2.43%  1.96%  0.82%  

With 173 Ratings  RED-CA    σ RED-FN σ WHITE-I σ SPARK-W σ 

3.4 stars 

P
re

d
ic

te
d

 S
h

ar
e

 8.4% ± 3.1 3.3% ± 2.0 5.4% ± 4.0 5.8% ± 3.0 

3.7 stars 8.5% ± 2.2 9.0% ± 4.4 8.6% ± 5.8 5.9% ± 3.2 

4.0 stars 18.3% ± 3.9 19.9% ± 4.8 18.5% ± 7.8 9.7% ± 4.2 

4.2 stars 16.6% ± 4.7 17.7% ± 4.3 17.4% ± 6.9 13.9% ± 3.5 

4.4 stars 24.2% ± 4.5  23.4% ± 4.5 23.6% ± 7.0 15.7% ± 4.1 

Slope of CSR   15.8 R = 0.93 20.0 R = 0.96 18.2 R = 0.97 10.9 R = 0.96 

∆Share per ∆ 1

10
 star  1.58%  2.00%  1.82%  1.09%  

With 14 Ratings  RED-CA    σ RED-FN σ WHITE-I σ SPARK-W σ 

3.4 stars 

P
re

d
ic

te
d

 S
h

ar
e

 7.8% ± 2.8 7.1% ± 3.0 7.8% ± 5.5 4.4% ± 2.8 

3.7 stars 8.9% ± 3.5 5.9% ± 2.1 9.5% ± 6.8 4.9% ± 2.7 

4.0 stars 12.5% ± 4.4 9.3% ± 3.0 14.7% ± 6.0 7.5% ± 2.7 

4.2 stars 16.4% ± 3.3 12.6% ± 4.4 10.1% ± 5.6 10.5% ± 3.3 

4.4 stars 18.8% ± 4.8 13.3% ± 3.9 12.0% ± 5.1 13.0% ± 3.9 

Slope of CSR  11.6 R = 0.97 7.4 R = 0.91 4.0 R = 0.60 8.9 R = 0.96 

∆Share per ∆ 1

10
 star  1.16%  0.74%  0.40%  0.89%  

Population = 601.  RED-CA: California Reds, REDS-FN: French and Napa Reds, WHITE-I: French, California, South African Whites   

SPARK-W: Champagne, Cava, Prosecco, US Sparkling.  All values normalized per Methodology page 22.  σ = Standard Deviation.  
Slope = linear correlation between Predicted-Share and Stars. R = Pearson’s Coefficient.   
∆Share = Change in Predicted Share (Choice) for the average wine.  ∆ 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 star = change of CSR by 0.1 star: e.g. 3.8 stars to 3.9 stars.  
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5.1.2 Rating-volume impact on CSR Effectiveness  

In some cases, a lower CSR with more ratings “beat” a higher CSR with fewer 

ratings. This was most noticeable within Red-FN and White-I; for instance, a rating of 

4.0 stars with 852 ratings in Red-FN was more influential on purchasing behavior 

(20.4% predicted-share) than 4.4 stars with 14 ratings (13.3% predicted-share).  

5.1.3 Q1b:  How does the magnitude and reliability of CSR influence compare 

with that of (PWR)? 

 

PWR also positively impacted purchasing behavior |Table B|. For example, in Red-

CA, predicted-share climbed from 10.1% to 32.1% as PWR increased from 85 points 

to 94 points. The corresponding slope of 2.64 means the average wine was chosen 

2.64% more often with each point increase.  

TABLE B: PROFESSIONAL WINE RATING INFLUENCE (PWR) ON PREDICTED-SHARE IN EACH STORE SHELF EXERCISE 

(SSE) 

PWR Value  RED-CA    σ RED-FN σ WHITE-I σ SPARK-W σ 

85 points 

P
re

d
ic

te
d

 S
h

ar
e

 10.1% ± 2.90 15.2% ± 4.54 10.8% ± 6.5 6.0% ± 2.9 

88 points 13.9% ± 2.67 13.1% ± 3.94 16.7% ± 7.5 7.5% ± 3.2 

90 points 22.8% ± 4.36 19.9% ± 5.00 19.0% ± 7.2 13.9% ± 3.5 

92 points 28.7% ± 4.65 27.1% ± 4.95 26.3% ± 8.5 14.4% ± 4.0 

94 points 32.1% ± 4.66 33.3% ± 4.77 30.9% ± 7.8 16.4% ± 3.9 

Slope of PWR  2.64 R = 0.95 2.19 R = 0.91 2.24 R = 0.99 1.24 R = 0.95 

Population = 601.  RED-CA: California Reds, REDS-FN: French and Napa Reds, WHITE-I: French, California, South African Whites   

SPARK-W: Champagne, Cava, Prosecco, US Sparkling.   All values normalized per Methodology page 22.  σ = Standard Deviation.  

Slope = linear correlation between Predicted Share and Points e.g. 88 points to 89 points.  R = Pearson’s Coefficient. 
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5.1.4 Normalization of CSR & PWR slopes:  

Per the process described in Methodology Page 22-23, comparisons between both 

rating systems used the following normalizing equation:  

𝑚(𝑃𝑊𝑅)

𝐶
   𝛼  𝑚(𝐶𝑆𝑅ᵣ)     

where: 

 m is slope of the given rating system 

 C is the constant value (0.1709) bringing PWR and CSR into alignment 

 𝛼 signifies linear proportionality to permit normalized comparisons 

 ᵣ is rating-volume for a given CSR 

 

FIGURE 6: NORMALIZATION EXAMPLE FOR RED-CA 

𝑚PWR  C  
Normalized 

𝑚(PWR) 

 Linearly 
proportional to 

𝑚CSR w/ 

852 ratings 

2.64 ÷ 0.1709 = 15.4 𝛼 17.7% 

 

5.1.5 PWR vs CSR Comparison |Table C| 

Normalized findings of rating-system slopes are an apples-to-apples comparison 

between PWR and CSR influence on purchasing behavior. 

Magnitude of Influence 

CSR influence was varied and dependent upon rating-volume (ANOVA: p < 0.05). In 

every SSE, CSR with 173 ratings exhibited equal or greater impact on purchasing 

behavior compared to PWR (three of four t-tests: p < 0.05). CSR with 852 ratings 

produced greater magnitude of influence (higher slope) for Red-CA, Red-FN and 

White-I. CSR consistently exhibited greater impact in Spark-W compared to PWR 

regardless of rating-volume; however, results based on rating numbers were non-

monotonic, e.g. slope of CSR at 173 ratings > slope of CSR at 852 ratings. 
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Reliability of Influence 

R values for PWR in all four SSEs were above 0.90, demonstrating very good 

reliability (how closely the predicted-share correlated to CSR20). R values in eleven 

of twelve SSEs were above .90 for CSR, the only exception being CSR with 14 

ratings in White-I (R value = .60). 

TABLE C: COMPARISON OF MAGNITUDE (SLOPE) AND RELIABILITY (R) OF CROWD-SOURCED RATINGS (CSR) VS 

PROFESSIONAL WINE RATINGS (PWR) ON PREDICTED-SHARE IN EACH STORE-SHELF EXERCISE (SSE) 

Slope (m) for CSR RED-CA R RED-FN R WHITE-I R SPARK-W R 

With 852 ratings 17.7 0.93 24.3 0.94 19.6 0.94 8.2 0.94 

With 173 ratings  15.8 0.93 20.0 0.96 18.2 0..97 10.9 0.96 

With 14 ratings 11.6 0.97 7.4 0.91 4.0 0..60 8.9 0.96 

Slope (m) for PWR RED-CA R RED-FN R WHITE-I R SPARK-W R 

(Normalized) 15.4 0.95 12.8 0.91 13.1 0.99 7.3% 0.95 

ANOVA:  
ALL CSR rating-volume 

p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

t-test:         

PWR vs CSR - 852 ratings p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

PWR vs CSR - 173 ratings   NS  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

PWR vs CSR - 14 ratings p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

Population = 601.  RED-CA = California Reds, REDS-FN =  French and Napa Reds, WHITE-I =  French, California, South African Whites   
SPARK-W: Champagne, Cava, Prosecco, US Sparkling.   All values normalized per Methodology page 22.  Slope(m) = linear correlation 
between Predicted Share and Rating System (CSR or PWR). t-test = significance level of 0.05 with Bonferroni-Holm correction for 
multiple comparisons.  Bolded values are significant.  NS = Not statistically significant (p > 0.05) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
20

 R > 0.80 indicates “very strong” correlation: www.statstutor.ac.uk/resources/uploaded/pearsons.pdf 
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5.1.6 Question 1: Findings Summary 

CSR reliably affected consumer purchasing behavior, with higher rating-volume 

increasing strength of influence. After normalization, CSR with 173 and 852 ratings 

exhibited equal or greater impact on wine buying as PWR in three of four SSEs, 

while CSR with 14 ratings did not. Reliability of CSR was strong and comparable to 

that of PWR in most cases. Exceptions: Spark-W showed CSR with all rating-

volumes was more influential than PWR. White-I showed CSR with 14 ratings was 

less reliable than PWR. 

Table Data and Findings Display 

Subsequent figures and tables for CSR will be displayed as normalized values of 

predicted-share change per 
1

10
 star21 increase rather than Slope. Additionally, to best 

examine findings across multiple segments and SSEs (and since consistent, positive 

correlation is present for the majority of findings) subsequent figures will display CSR 

findings based on averaged rating-volume. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
21

 From Methodology page 21-22: The increments by tenths of stars acknowledged the realities of 

CSR systems in which improvements are incremental for a rating system with averaged multiple 
consumer inputs. Provides a more applicable measure of the potential impact of CSR in the real 
world.  
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5.2 Question 2: Is CSR influence non-uniform for different U.S. population 

demographics? 

CSR exhibited a general trend of positive influence on purchasing behavior for all 

consumer segments derived from survey qualifiers, however their impact was non-

uniform for different population segments. 

5.2.1 CSR Influence by Demographics |Table D|  

By Gender 

Men were more influenced by CSR than women for all still wine SSEs (t-test: p < 

0.05). Neither gender showed significant bias towards CSR in Spark-W (t-test: NS). 

By Age  

Significant differences of CSR influence existed by age groups (ANOVA: p < 0.05). 

CSR impact on predicted-share trended downward for each successive older 

generation, Millennials > Gen-Xers > Baby Boomers & Traditionalist (t-test: p < 0.05).  

By Income 

Middle-income shoppers were more influenced in Red-CA, White-I, Spark-W; 

however, this impact was partially significant (Low vs Mid-income p < 0.05, Mid- vs 

High-income p = 0.06) in White-I, and Spark-W (Low vs High-income p < 0.05). Red-

FN showed exception with high-income shoppers most strongly influenced by CSR 

(Mid- vs High-Income: p < 0.05).  

Note: Spark-W shows statistical insignificance in four of eight selected regressions 

for demographic findings. 
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TABLE D: CHANGE IN PREDICTED-SHARE % PER ∆ 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 STAR INCREASE (CSR) BY SHOPPER DEMOGRAPHICS 

By Gender RED-CA    σ  RED-FN σ WHITE-I σ SPARK-W σ 

Male +1.56% ± 0.29 +1.80%  ± 0.26 +1.52% ± 0.28 +0.93%  ± 0.18 

Female +1.43%  ± 0.25 +1.66% ± 0.29 +1.24% ± 0.27 +0.94%  ± 0.14 

t-test: p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  NS  

By Age RED-CA    σ  RED-FN σ WHITE-I σ SPARK-W σ 

21-29 +1.68%  ± 0.24 +2.05%  ± 0.23 +1.88%  ± 0.52 +0.92%  ± 0.10 

30-37 +1.84%  ± 0.23 +2.38%  ± 0.28 +2.42%  ± 0.28 +1.04%  ± 0.13 

38-49 +1.90%  ± 0.21 +1.74%  ± 0.22 +1.89%  ± 0.39 +1.09% ± 0.21 

50-59 +1.23%  ± 0.38 +1.49%  ± 0.34 +1.35%  ± 0.30 +0.88%  ± 0.18 

60-68 +1.39%  ± 0.41 +1.40%  ± 0.37 +0.95%  ± 0.29 +0.76%  ± 0.24 

69+ +0.82%  ± 0.37 +1.31%  ± 0.33 +0.84%   ± 0.32 +0.59%  ± 0.20 

ANOVA: p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05   

t-test:         

21-37 > 38-59 p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  NS  

38-59 >  60+ p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

21-37 >  60+ p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

By Income RED-CA    σ  RED-FN σ WHITE-I σ SPARK-W σ 

Low)  Under US$50,000 +1.37%  ± 0.24 +1.62%  ± 0.26 +1.30%  ± 0.36 +0.88%  ± 0.17 

Mid)  US$50 -100,000 +1.59%  ± 0.21 +1.65%  ± 0.29 +1.47%  ± 0.24 +0.96%  ± 0.13 

High) US$100,000+ +1.46%  ± 0.40 +1.96%  ± 0.25 +1.40%  ± 0.33 +0.93%  ± 0.18 

ANOVA: p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p = 0.07*  NS  

t-test:         

Low- vs Mid-Income p < 0.05  NS  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

Mid- vs High-Income p < 0.05  p < 0.05**  p = 0.06*  NS*  

Population = 601.   Predicted Share % = frequency of purchase for the average wine in each SSE.   ∆ 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 star = change in CSR value: e.g. 3.8 stars 

to 3.9 stars.   RED-CA = California Reds, REDS-FN = French and Napa Reds, WHITE-I = French, California, South African Whites, SPARK-W: 

Champagne, Cava, Prosecco, US Sparkling.   All values normalized per Methodology page 22.   σ = Standard Deviation.   

R value > 0.80 or greater for 97.5% of all 288 slopes used to produce this data.   t-test = significance level of 0.05 with Bonferroni-Holm 
correction for multiple comparisons.  Bolded p-value indicates significance.   NS = Not statistically significant (p > 0.05)   
*Does not meet significance, but may indicate a potential trend.  **Significance is for High > Mid-Income 
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5.2.2 CSR Influence by Spending & Consumption Habits |Table E| 

By Monthly Purchase Frequency 

Shoppers self-reporting purchasing 3+ bottles per month were more influenced by 

CSR (ANOVAs: p < 0.05). However, influence plateaued for purchasers of 6+ bottles 

per month (t-test: NS in three SSEs) and dropped in White-I (t-test: p < 0.05). 

By Average Amount Spent per Bottle 

CSR strength depended on the amount shoppers reported spending per-bottle on 

average in real-world, (ANOVA: p < 0.05) with a consistent increase up to and 

including “US$20 to US$25”; however, results were less consistent and non-

monotonic for purchasers who “averaged US$25/bottle” and higher. For example, 

shoppers who typically spent “US$25 to US$30 per bottle” were actually more 

influenced than those averaging “US$30+ per bottle,” except in Red-FN, which 

showed an upward trend for one more price level. (t-tests: p < 0.05).  

By Consumption Frequency 

CSR influence produced variance among shoppers of different consumption habits in 

all SSE (ANOVA: p >.05) except for Spark-W (ANOVA: NS) but failed to correlate 

with greater or lesser frequency of consumption. 
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TABLE E: CHANGE IN PREDICTED-SHARE-% PER ∆ 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 STAR INCREASE (CSR) BY SELF-REPORTED CONSUMER HABITS 

By average quantity of wine bottles purchased each month shading 
 RED-CA    σ RED-FN σ WHITE-I σ SPARK-W σ 

a) 0 – 2 bottles +1.34%  ± 0.29 +1.40%  ± 0.25 +1.20%  ± 0.26 +0.82%  ± 0.16 

b) 3 – 5 bottles +1.58%  ± 0.25 +1.92%  ± 0.29 +1.61%  ± 0.27 +0.99%  ± 0.14 

c) 6+ bottles +1.56%  ± 0.28 +1.90%  ± 0.27 +1.40%  ± 0.41 +0.96%  ± 0.17 

ANOVA: p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

t-test:  
a vs b p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05 

 

b vs c NS  NS  p < 0.05  NS  

By average cost of bottles bought at retail within the past year 

 RED-CA σ RED-FN σ WHITE-I σ SPARK-W σ 

a) Average < US$15 +1.24%  ± 0.29 +1.29%  ± 0.27 +1.07%  ± 0.23 +0.69%  ± 0.16 

b) Average US$15 - 
US$20 

+1.60%  ± 0.30 +1.92%  ± 0.28 +1.68%  ± 0.34 +0.99%  ± 0.17 

c) Average US$20 - 
US$25 

+1.85%  ± 0.17 +2.11%  ± 0.31 +2.34%  ± 0.36 +1.12%  ± 0.17 

d) Average US$25 - 
US$30 

+1.63%  ± 0.39 +2.51%  ± 0.22 +2.00%  ± 0.54 +0.98%  ± 0.11 

e) Average over US$30 +1.99%  ± 0.42 +2.18%  ± 0.42 +2.45%  ± 0.87 +1.01%  ± 0.20 

ANOVA: p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

t-test:         

a vs b p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

b vs c  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

c vs d  p < 0.05   p <0 .05*  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

d vs e p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  NS  

By wine consumption frequency 
 RED-CA σ RED-FN σ WHITE-I σ SPARK-W σ 

a) Daily +1.38%  ± 0.24 +1.75%  ± 0.19 +1.10%  ± 0.34 +1.04%  ± 0.11 

b) Several times a 
week 

+1.71%  ± 0.30 +1.81%  ± 0.32 +1.65%  ± 0.31 +0.92%  ± 0.15 

c) Once a week +1.22%  ± 0.27 +1.48%  ± 0.26 +1.34%  ± 0.25 +0.89%  ± 0.17 

d) 2-3 times a month +1.42%  ± 0.26 +1.83%  ± 0.30 +1.00%  ± 0.22 +0.88%  ± 0.20 

ANOVA: p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  NS  

Population = 601.   Predicted Share % = frequency of purchase for the average wine in each SSE.   ∆ 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 star = change in CSR value: e.g. 3.8 

stars to 3.9 stars.   RED-CA = California Reds, REDS-FN = French and Napa Reds, WHITE-I = French, California, South African Whites, 

SPARK-W: Champagne, Cava, Prosecco, US Sparkling.   All values normalized per Methodology page 22.   σ = Standard Deviation.   
R value > 0.80 or greater for 97.5% of all 288 slopes used to produce this data.   t-test = significance level of 0.05 with Bonferroni-Holm 
correction for multiple comparisons.   Bolded p-value indicates significance.   NS = Not statistically significant (p > 0.05) 
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5.2.3 CSR Influence by Wine Awareness Indexes |Table F| 

By Stated Wine Knowledge 

Greater self-reported wine knowledge corresponded with increased CSR influence 

on predicted-share for all SSEs (ANOVA: p < 0.05). 

By Awareness of Ratings 

Shoppers with existing awareness of ratings were more influenced by CSR than 

those either not aware or unsure (t-test: p < 0.05). Spark-W results did not show full 

variance between segments (ANOVA: NS).  

By Primary Influence of Last Retail Purchase 

Significant variance in CSR influence was found among shoppers by the answer to 

the “most influential reason” for purchasing wine the last time they visited a retail 

store. Two given reasons were most likely to amplify CSR influence in this study: 

“positive rating by a wine expert” and “positive averaged-rating by consumers” while 

“friends recommendation” or “staff recommendation” moderated CSR influence 

downward (t-tests: p < 0.05). 

By Importance of Stars Ratings in This Survey 

CSR exhibited a smaller but measurable degree of influence for shoppers 

responding that star ratings were “Not very” or “Not at all important” for wine choices 

made during the survey compared to those responding that star ratings were 

“Extremely”, “Very”, or “Somewhat important” (t-test: p >.05). 
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TABLE F: CHANGE IN PREDICTED-SHARE % PER ∆ 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 STAR INCREASE (CSR) BY SELF-REPORTED WINE/RATINGS 

AWARENESS INDEXES 

1) By self-described “knowledge of wine in general” ( in quotations = actual phrase in survey) 
 RED-CA    σ RED-FN σ WHITE-I σ SPARK-W σ 

a) Novice +1.13%  ± 0.18 +1.03%  ± 0.28 +1.04%  ± 0.24 +0.63%  ± 0.13 

b) Intermediate 
knowledge 

+1.52%  ± 0.34 +1.79%  ± 0.27 +1.39%  ± 0.30 +0.96%  ± 0.15 

c) Advanced knowledge +1.56%  ± 0.34 +2.16%  ± 0.26 +1.84%  ± 0.38 +0.95%  ± 0.18 

d) Connoisseur +2.54%  ± 0.31 +2.56%  ± 0.42 +3.14% ± 0.78 +1.43%  ± 0.16 

ANOVA: p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

2) By having seen, read, or heard of wine ratings, prior to survey 
 RED-CA    σ RED-FN σ WHITE-I σ SPARK-W σ 

a) Yes 1.64% ± 0.31 1.84%  ± 0.27 1.61%  ± 0.31 1.05%  ± 0.15 

b) No 1.26% ± 0.23 1.50%  ± 0.24 1.06%  
± 0 
.22 

0.82%  ± 0.11 

c) Not sure 0.92% ± 0.26 1.49%  ± 0.27 0.96%  ± 0.45 0.90%  ± 0.20 

ANOVA: p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  NS  

t-test:         

Yes vs No p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

Yes vs Unsure p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  NS  

3) By most influential factor for decision-making, the last time you bought wine in a shop 

 RED-CA    σ RED-FN σ WHITE-I σ SPARK-W σ 

a) It was rated positively by 
wine expert/publication 

+2.03%  ± 0.37 +2.45%  ± 0.30 +2.05%  ± 0.31 +1.37%  ± 0.19 

b) It was rated positively by 
consumers 

+2.60% ± 0.36 +1.87%  ± 0.37 +2.11%  ± 0.43 +1.25% ± 0.25 

c) A friend had 
recommended it 

+1.66%  ± 0.31 +1.88%  ± 0.32 +1.57%  ± 0.41 +1.04%  ± 0.17 

d) A store employee had 
recommended it 

+1.17% ± 0.38 +1.44%  ± 0.31 +1.75%  ± 0.35 +0.32%  ± 0.17 

ANOVA: p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

t-test:         

a & b vs c & d p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

4) By how important the number of stars received were for wines you have "just bought" 

 RED-CA σ RED-FN σ WHITE-I σ SPARK-W σ 

Extremely/Very/ or 
Somewhat important 

+1.64% ± 0.28 +1.86% ± 0.26 +1.60% ± 0.28 +1.00% ± 0.16 

Not very/Not at all 
important 

+0.72% ± 0.26 +0.78% ± 0.26 +0.48% ± 0.21 +0.37% ± 0.15 

t-test: p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  p < 0.05  

Population = 601.   Predicted Share % = frequency of purchase for the average wine in each SSE.   ∆ 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 star = change in CSR value: e.g. 3.8 

stars to 3.9 stars.   RED-CA = California Reds, REDS-FN = French and Napa Reds, WHITE-I = French, California, South African Whites, SPARK-

W: Champagne, Cava, Prosecco, US Sparkling.   All values normalized per Methodology page 22.   σ = Standard Deviation.   

R value > 0.80 or greater for 97.5% of all 288 slopes used to produce this data.   t-test = significance level of 0.05 with Bonferroni-Holm 
correction for multiple comparisons.   Bolded p-value indicates significance.   NS = Not statistically significant (p > 0.05) 
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5.2.4 Question 2: Findings Summary 

Results by demographics showed CSR influence tends to be greater for men, 

younger generations and middle-income shoppers. Results for wine consumer habits 

showed CSR influence strongest for middle- to high-frequency shoppers (3 or more 

bottles/month) and progressively higher average-bottle cost shoppers (consistent up 

to US$25), while consumption frequency did not reveal a discernible trend. Results 

for wine awareness indexes indicated that greater self-reported wine knowledge 

along with ratings awareness increased CSR influence on shopper choice. 

Notable exceptions:  

 Red-FN displayed two monetary outliers for greater CSR influence – high-

income and US$25-30 average-bottle shopper segments.  

 White-I shoppers with high purchase-frequency habits (6+ bottles/month) 

displayed lower CSR influence than intermediate-frequency (3-5 

bottles/month)  

 Spark-W results mirrored general findings, however 8 of 20 regression 

analyses did not reach statistical significance. 
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5.3 Question 3: Do traditional wine attributes (variety, origin, price) modulate 

CSR effects on wine purchasing behavior?  

As noted in Methodology Page 23-24, results are presented from two scenarios, 

Mixed-Bag-Shelving and Pre-sorted-Shelving.  

5.3.1 CSR Influence by Grape Variety |Table G| 

Mixed-Bag-Shelving  

CSR influence varied among grape varieties in Mixed-Bag Shelving. For example, as 

CSR increased by 
𝟏

𝟏𝟎
  star in Red-CA, brands labeled as Cabernet Sauvignon were 

more strongly affected on average (+1.81% increase of predicted-share) compared 

to brands labeled as Zinfandel (+1.41% increase in predicted-share). Cabernet and 

Pinot Noir were both most strongly affected in Red-FN, Chardonnay in White-I, and 

Champagne in Spark-W (t-tests: p < 0.05). 

Pre-sorted-Shelving  

When shelves were sorted by varietal (each variety on its own shelf) no significant 

variance among varieties existed by CSR influence (all t-tests: NS).  
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TABLE G: CHANGE IN PREDICTED-SHARE-% PER ∆ 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 STAR INCREASE (CSR) BY GRAPE VARIETY 

RED-CA 
Mixed-Bag-

Shelving 
Pre-sorted-

Shelving 
RED-FN 

Mixed-Bag-
Shelving 

Pre-sorted-
Shelving 

1) Cabernet Sauv. +1.81%  ± 0.18 +1.61%  ± 0.12 1) Cabernet Sauv. +1.82%  ± 0.37 +1.64%  ± 0.17 

2) Pinot Noir +1.44%  ± 0.13 +1.65%  ± 0.12 2) Pinot Noir +1.81%  ± 0.20 +1.67%  ± 0.11 

3) Red Blends +1.20%  ± 0.11 +1.62%  ± 0.17 3) Red Blends +1.60%  ± 0.23 +1.78%  ± 0.12 

4) Zinfandel +1.54%  ± 0.17 +1.50%  ± 0.13 4) Merlot +1.67%  ± 0.13 +1.71%  ± 0.10 

t-test:  
1 vs (2 & 3 & 4) 

p < 0.05 NS 
t-test: 
(1 & 2) vs (3 &4) 

p < 0.05 NS 

WHITE-I 
Mixed-Bag-

Shelving 
Pre-sorted-

Shelving 
SPARK-W 

Mixed-Bag-
Shelving 

Pre-sorted-
Shelving 

1) Chardonnay +1.53%  ± 0.37 1.71%  ± 0.19 1) Champagne +1.10%  ± 0.07 +0.98%  ± 0.02 

2) Sauvignon Blanc +1.37%  ± 0.25 1.68%  ± 0.14 2) Prosecco +0.95%  ± 0.02 +0.95%  ± 0.06 

3) Pinot Gris/Grigio +1.39%  ± 0.19 1.65%  ± 0.18 3) Cava +0.72%  ± 0.06 +0.97%  ± 0.02 

4) Rosé +1.33%  ± 0.18 1.66%  ± 0.18 4) USA Sparkling +0.99%  ± 0.02 +0.82%  ± 0.03 

t-test:    t-test:    

1 vs (2 & 3 & 4) p < 0.05 NS 1 vs (2 & 3 & 4) p < 0.05 NS 

Population = 601.   Predicted Share % = frequency of purchase for the average wine in each SSE.   ∆ 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 star = change in CSR value: e.g. 3.8 stars 

to 3.9 stars.   RED-CA = California Reds, REDS-FN = French and Napa Reds, WHITE-I = French, California, South African Whites,  SPARK-W: 
Champagne, Cava, Prosecco, US Sparkling.   All values normalized per Methodology page 22.   R > 0.90 for 95.8% of all 288 slopes from which 
this data is derived.   ± = value of Standard Deviation.   t-test = significance level of 0.05 with Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple 
comparisons.   Bolded p-value indicates significance.   NS = Not statistically significant (p > 0.05) 

 
 

 

5.3.2 CSR Influence by Origin |Table H| 

Mixed-Bag-Shelving 

In Mixed-Bag Shelving, domestic-origin wines were consistently more impacted by 

CSR in Red-FN and White-I (t-tests: p < 0.05) as compared to international-origin 

wines. For instance, each rise of ∆ 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 star increased Californian wine’s predicted-share 

by +1.88% and French wine share by only +1.56%. However, Red-CA exhibited no 

difference of CSR effectiveness between either domestic-origin choices, (Napa & 

California) (t-test: NS).  
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Pre-sorted-Shelving  

When shelves were pre-sorted by origin (each origin on its own shelf), little to no 

statistical difference existed for CSR influence over predicted-share (7 of 8 ANOVAs 

and t-tests: NS).  

TABLE H: CHANGE IN PREDICTED-SHARE-% PER ∆ 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 STAR INCREASE (CSR) BY ORIGIN 

RED-CA 
Mixed-Bag-

Shelving 
Pre-sorted-

Shelving 
  

RED-FN 
Mixed-Bag-

Shelving 
Pre-sorted-

Shelving 
 

1) Napa +1.47%  ± 0.28 +1.66%  ± 0.29   1) France +1.56%  ± 0.15 2.16%  ± 0.26  

2) California +1.53%  ± 0.26 +1.66%  ± 0.26    2) California +1.88%  ± 0.23 2.06%  ± 0.29  

t-test: NS NS   t-test: p < 0.05 NS  

WHITE-I 
Mixed-Bag-

Shelving 
Pre-sorted-

Shelving 
  

SPARK-W22 
Mixed-Bag-

Shelving 
Pre-sorted-

Shelving 
 

1) France +1.28%  ± 0.12 +1.30%  ± 0.16   1) France +1.10%  ± 0.07 0.98%  ± 0.02  

2) Sonoma +1.69%  ± 0.22 +1.19%  ± 0.18   2) Italy +0.95%  ± 0.02 0.95%  ± 0.06  

3) South Africa +1.21%  ± 0.11 +1.33%  ± 0.17   3) Spain +0.72%  ± 0.06 0.97%  ± 0.02  

- - -   4) USA  +0.99%  ± 0.02 0.82%  ± 0.03  

ANOVA: p < 0.05 NS   ANOVA: p < 0.05 p < 0.05  

t-test:      t-test:    

1 < 2 p < 0.05 NS   1 vs (2 & 3 & 4) p < 0.05 NS  

2 > 3 p < 0.05 NS     

Population = 601.   Predicted Share % = frequency of purchase for the average wine in each SSE.   ∆ 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 star = change in CSR value: e.g. 3.8 stars 

to 3.9 stars.   RED-CA = California Reds, REDS-FN = French and Napa Reds, WHITE-I = French, California, South African Whites, SPARK-W: 
Champagne, Cava, Prosecco, US Sparkling.   All values normalized per Methodology page 22.   R > 0.90 for 92.5% of all 288 slopes from which 
this data is derived.   ± = value of Standard Deviation.   t-test = significance level of 0.05 with Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple 
comparisons.   Bolded p-value indicates significance.   NS = Not statistically significant (p > 0.05) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3.3 CSR Influence by Price (Table I) 

                                                           
22

 ¾ of selected Sparkling Wine categories have regional/varietal statutory requirements such that 
origin and variety attributes resulted in identical segments. Therefore, Spark-W findings for 
Moderation of Origin (Table H) are identical to findings for Moderation of Variety (Table G) and are 
merely displayed for continuity. 
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In Mixed-Bag-Shelving, price did not significantly alter CSR influence (ANOVA and t-

test: > 0.05). In Pre-sorted-Shelving, CSR influence was greater for higher-priced 

wines in three SSEs. For example, Red-FN wines above US$23+ experienced 

greater choice (+2.34%) per ∆ 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 star than less expensive wines (t-test: p < 0.05). 

White-I was an outlier, with price not significantly altering CSR influence in either 

Shelf configuration (ANOVAs: NS).  

TABLE I: CHANGE IN PREDICTED-SHARE-% PER ∆ 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 STAR INCREASE (CSR) BY PRICE 

RED-CA 
Mixed-Bag-

Shelving 
Pre-sorted-

Shelving RED-FN 
Mixed-Bag-

Shelving 
Pre-sorted-

Shelving 

1) US$12-17 +1.59% ± 0.21 +1.33% ± 0.13 1) US$12-17 +1.59% ± 0.37 +1.76% ± 0.16 

2) US$18-22 +1.42% ± 0.26 +2.05% ± 0.29 2) US$18-22 +1.42% ± 0.20 +1.72% ± 0.19 

3) US$23-29 +1.53% ± 0.11 +1.83% ± 0.32 3) US$23-29 +1.53% ± 0.23 +2.34% ± 0.28 

ANOVA: NS p < 0.05 ANOVA: NS NS 

t-test:   t-test:   

1 v 2 NS p < 0.05 1 v 2 NS NS 

2 v 3 NS NS 2 v 3 NS p < 0.05 

1 v 3 NS p < 0.05 1 v 3 NS p < 0.05 

WHITE-I 
Mixed-Bag-

Shelving 
Pre-sorted-

Shelving SPARK-W 
Mixed-Bag-

Shelving 
Pre-sorted-

Shelving 

1) US$12-17 +1.38% ± 0.28 +1.78% ± 0.27 1) US$12-17 +0.88% ± 0.16 +0.68% ± 0.02 

2) US$18-22 +1.39% ± 0.27 +1.56% ± 0.21 2) US$18-22 +0.94% ± 0.11 +1.21% ± 0.09 

3) US$23-29 +1.43% ± 0.26 +1.61% ± 0.24 3) US$23-34* +0.96% ± 0.19 +1.28% ± 0.23 

ANOVA: NS NS ANOVA: NS p < 0.05 

t-test:   t-test:   

1 v 2 NS NS 1 v 2 NS p < 0.05 

2 v 3 NS NS 2 v 3 NS NS 

1 v 3 NS NS 1 v 3 NS p < 0.05 

Population = 601.   Predicted Share % = frequency of purchase for the average wine in each SSE.   ∆ 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 star = change in CSR value: e.g. 3.8 

stars to 3.9 stars.   RED-CA = California Reds, REDS-FN = French and Napa Reds, WHITE-I = French, California, South African Whites, SPARK-
W: Champagne, Cava, Prosecco, US Sparkling.   All values normalized per Methodology page 22.   R > 0.90 for 92.7% of slopes from which 
this data is derived.   ± = value of Standard Deviation.   t-test = significance level of 0.05 with Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple 
comparisons.   Bolded p-value indicates significance.   NS = Not statistically significant (p > 0.05) 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3.4 Question 3: Findings Summary  
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Mixed-Bag-Shelving scenarios altered CSR influence by variety and origin: market-

dominant variety (Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, Champagne23) and origin 

(California) consistently gained more predicted-shares as CSR increased to a 

greater degree than less commercially-popular ones (Brager [Nielsen], 2017) Pre-

sorted-Shelving scenarios exhibited no observable variance for any specific variety 

or origin’s predicted-share of choice under CSR influence. In Red-CA, where two 

domestic origins (Napa & California) were the only choices, CSR influenced both 

similarly in either shelving paradigm. Mixed-Bag-Shelving exhibited no variance of 

CSR influence on shoppers regardless of price-point. Pre-sorted-Shelving altered 

CSR influence, showing greater sensitivity for higher-priced wines. White-I, price did 

not alter CSR effectiveness in either shelving configuration.    

                                                           
23

 While Champagne AOP does not rank #1 in USA for sparkling wine market share, its name has been 
unfortunately misappropriated to become synonymous with the entire sparkling wine category, and is 
arguably more culturally dominant (if not commercially) than Cava, Prosecco, and US Sparklers.   
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6. ANALYSIS 

 

6.1 Discussion of Question 1:  

Do CSR in a retail environment affect purchasing behavior? 

6.1.1 Analysis: Predicted-Share Findings 

Based on the findings reported on Page 27 Table A, CSR influence on wine 

purchasing behavior has been demonstrated in four distinct controlled experiments: 

Bolstered by statistical rigor, the correlation was consistent and strong. Slope values 

reveal three related aspects concerning rating-volume associated with CSR to 

address: 

1) While CSR influence was well-correlated with predicted-share, effectiveness 

of CSR increased as rating-volume increased, most markedly within Red-FN 

and White-I.  

2) White-I produced a weak correlation for influence of CSR with 14 ratings as 

observed by a suboptimal R-value (0.60).  

3) The impact of rating-volume did not appear to matter in Spark-W (slope of 14 

ratings almost as strong as slope of 852 ratings) even while magnitude of 

CSR on predicted-share was, overall, less than other SSEs. 
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6.1.2 Consideration of Rating-Volume Impact 

Each SSE Category possessed a different potential for shopper recognition, which 

may shed light on the varied effects of rating-volumes. Red-FN and White-I had at 

least 50% share of international wines. Red-CA contained 100% domestic wines 

from two familiar and overlapping origins, (Napa & California) while Spark-W 

comprised types (Champagne, Prosecco, Cava, and US Sparkling brands including 

Korbel and Chandon) encompassing a large proportion of the sparkling wine 

segment of the US sparkling market (Nielsen.com, 2017; Wines Vines Analytics, 

2017) suggesting that shoppers were likely familiar. In scenarios where consumer 

familiarity is relatively low such as Red-FN and White-I, shoppers need greater 

confirmation that the CSR is a valid score and thus place greater importance on the 

component augmenting its meaning, namely rating-volume. Thus, “14 ratings” is 

viewed with some scepticism (decreasing CSR influence) while “852 ratings” is 

highly welcomed (increasing CSR influence). Conversely, in situations where well-

known wines are plentiful and relative risk is lessened, like domestic wines (Red-

CA), shoppers are not as reliant on rating-volume to validate familiar wine scores. In 

this case the number of ratings is not considered so crucial. This is quickly confirmed 

by a closer look at the slope differentials between two examples: Red-FN shows a 

16.9 differential of predicted-share slope between 14 and 852 ratings (7.4 to 24.3) 

while Red-CA only shows a 6.1 differential (11.6 to 17.7). 

 

Based on this explanation, White-I, which comprised a 66% share of international 

wines, including two less commercially sought origins (Alsace and South Africa), 

ought to show particularly weak slope of CSR with 14 ratings. Indeed, this is the 

case: not only is the slope of predicted share to CSR the lowest of any SSE (4.0), 
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but it was also the only SSE with an R-value below 0.90, indicating weaker reliability 

of influence. Conversely, Spark-W styles, presumably being highly recognizable and 

purchased often for special occasions should have followed expected trends for 

those characteristics. First, CSR are likely used casually and less often to confirm 

pre-existing stylistic preferences. This was substantiated by the low slope of 

predicted-share gains relative to the other SSEs24. Second, rating-volumes are likely 

to be taken practically at face-value, a fact confirmed by the non-monotonic 

relationship between rating-volume and predicted share.25  

6.1.3 PWR Influence on Purchasing Behavior 

As a brief point of validation, results for PWR influence echoes findings from a recent 

study exploring a similar question (Paris MW, 2014). That finding is presented below 

due to parallels in methodology and category scope. Both studies investigated PWR 

impact in an SSE (SRSS acronym in that study) for white wines comprised of 36 

wines with an approximate range of US$15+ wines. 

Current Result: Previous Study Result: (Paris MW, 2014) 

85 point = 7.9% 94 points = 20.5% 83 points =5.9% 93 points = 15.2% 

 

This comparison is evidence for validity of this study’s findings for PWR, since their 

effects have now been replicated under similar circumstances. Therefore, 

assessments between CSR and PWR are further legitimized. 

 

                                                           
24

 Highest measured change in predicted share by 𝟏

𝟏𝟎
  star in Sparkling = +1.09%. Whereas other SSE 

changes in predicted share are +2.43%, +1.77%, and +1.96% by the same standard.  
25

 Non-monotonic trend - Table C Spark-W does not follow the same pattern of stronger influence for 

higher rating-volume, e.g. slope of “14 ratings” (8.2) | slope of “173 ratings” (10.9) | and slope of  “852 
ratings slope” (8.2). 
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6.1.4 Comparisons of CSR vs PWR on Purchasing Behavior  

While the appeal of rating-volume is non-uniform, Still Wine SSEs in Page 30 Table 

C show the influence of CSR with 173 ratings was equal to or greater than PWR but 

fail to match it with only 14 ratings, suggesting the point at which rating-volume 

validates CSR to match PWR strength lied somewhere in between. While real-world 

CSR strength would likely experience a decreased marginal effect above a certain 

rating-volume, this study did not find it. In fact, a higher magnitude of CSR influence 

with 852 ratings was significantly more influential than both 173 ratings and PWR in 

all cases (p < 0.05). Given the degree of success shown by PWR on wine sales 

(Hilger, Rafert and Villas-Boas, 2011), and considering that real-world data shows 

the average CSR rating range is less than 15 for wine brands (Cebulla, 2017), the 

adoption and display growth of CSR will expectedly continue. 

 

6.1.5 Question 1: Summary of Discussion 

Findings demonstrate clear and strong evidence that CSR not only influence 

consumer wine purchasing behavior, but also compete for attention with established 

PWR impact. Additionally, rating volume is a determinant of CSR effectiveness and 

its ability to match PWR. This is consistent with non-wine industry findings that have 

investigated the CSR power on consumer choice and the role of rating-volumes 

(Luca, 2011; Schatzker and Bazinet, 2016). Furthermore, evidence suggests that the 

amplitude of CSR impact as a function of rating-volume is altered by a shopper’s 

degree of familiarity with a given wine. Shoppers display hesitancy to use CSR with 

few ratings for unfamiliar wines yet accept them for relatively more familiar wines. In 

particular, sparkling wine shoppers appear to be a distinct “single-purpose” market 

and may be driven by factors other than ratings like price or brand-dedication, 
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decreasing the frequency of CSR usage and the meaning of associated rating-

volumes. Given the wide variance of rating-volume importance displayed in this 

study and the viability of CSR to compete with PWR, additional research should 

investigate the conditions of rating volume effectiveness on CSR further.  

 

 

6.2 Discussion of Question 2:  

Is CSR influence non-uniform for different U.S. population demographics? 

6.2.1 Analysis: CSR Influence by Demographics  

By Gender 

Results from Page 33 Table D indicate that men are more affected by CSR than 

women, with the exception of Spark-W. This statistical parity between genders in the 

case of sparkling wines (with women marginally more impacted by CSR for this 

wine-type) may explain the reason for past conflicting findings on gender bias 

towards scores (Paris MW, 2014; Atkin, Nowak and Garcia, 2007). The 

segmentation of wine-type prior to investigating gender response provides evidence 

that gender bias, at least for CSR, is not uniform across markets, echoing findings 

that discovered differences between genders for information gathering strategies 

(Barber, Dodd and Kolyesnikova, 2009). Therefore, conflicting results for past 

studies of accolades/score influence could have been caused by the arrangement of 

wines. With this understanding, additional investigations of gender bias for ratings 

and accolades may consider the types of wines used in their methodology.  

 

By Age  
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CSR carried greatest weight with younger generations (Ages 21-37). This finding 

parallels other studies (Paris MW, 2014), which support the idea that younger 

generations, more at ease with current technologies and media channels, display 

greater affinity for utilizing CSR already prevalent for other consumer products (Atkin 

and Thach, 2012). These findings are consistent for all scenarios, with the exception 

of one revealing outlier: CSR influence in Spark-W was similar across all ages up to 

59, suggesting, once more, that other purchase drivers, such as occasion and price, 

may be responsible for blurring CSR impact. 

By Income 

The findings showing a mild middle-income (US$50-100K) bump of greater CSR 

influence in Red-CA, White-I, and Spark-W suggests a convergence of factors that 

could overlap for this income-segment. On the one hand, the effort to seek external 

confirmation is more likely to drive lower-income consumers who have a 

proportionally greater financial risk of a mistaken bottle purchase. This result echoes 

PWR findings by Paris MW (2014) pointing to greater influence of ratings on 

shoppers making less than US$75,000. On the other hand, effort to seek the quality 

or “prestige” of a high-scoring wine is more likely to resonate with higher-income 

consumers (Cuellar and Claps, 2013; Gibbs, Tapia and Warzynski, 2009). 

Effectively, CSR may be more valuable for lower-income consumers and more 

status-affirming for higher-income consumers. A high scoring wine likely fulfills both 

demands for middle-income consumers, a segment that may have enough 

disposable income to buy on aspiration but not sufficiently wealthy for mistakes not 

to matter. Accordingly, the dual-driver influence manifests as bump, shifting CSR 

influence upwards for middle-income shoppers. Supporting evidence for the logic 

behind the bump lies oddly enough in Red-FN outlier results. This SSE, 
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predominantly comprised of prestige appellations (Burgundy, Bordeaux, Napa), is 

the only SSE reflecting increased CSR sensitivity for the highest-income rather than 

middle-income shoppers.  

 

6.2.2 Analysis: CSR Influence by Spending & Consumption Habits 

By Monthly Purchase Quantity  

Results from Page 35 Table E reveal that consumers who purchased wine more 

frequently (3+ bottles/monthly) tend to trust CSR to a greater degree in Red-CA, 

Red-FN and Spark-W. However the effect plateaus with 3-5 bottle and 6+ bottle-

monthly purchasers. These ranges may seem small until compared to the 10-

Liter/US wine consumption per-capita data (Wineinstitute.org, 2017), which 

translates to approximately 1 bottle purchased/consumed per month. In other words, 

people who purchased at least three-times the volume of corresponding “average” 

monthly US-per capita consumption were more likely to use CSR. The plateau of 

CSR influence for purchasers of 6+ bottles/month makes sense when one considers 

that high-frequency buyers may be driven by other factors, such as volume-

discounting or brand-dependability, that mask qualitative references like CSR.  A 

similar result from Paris MW (2014) shows a plateau of PWR influence above 9+ 

bottles. The more mundane reason for this could be that purchasing wine constantly 

produces rating-monitoring fatigue.  

By Average Cost Spent per Bottle 

Generally speaking, the more expensive the average-bottle price; the more 

consumers were influenced by CSR. However, this trend tapered in three SSE 

markets among consumers who reported real-life average bottle purchase above 

US$25. These results mirror the income-segment results and potentially reinforce 
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the middle-income “bump” rationale in Table D demographic finding. In fact, the 

outlier for this segment, Red-FN also matched its related high-income-shopper logic 

by exhibiting an increase of CSR influence for one higher-priced shopper-segment 

than other SSEs: US$25-30/bottle shoppers.  

By Consumption Frequency 

Consumption frequency failed to produce a discernible pattern, suggesting that 

purchase and consumption segments do not fully overlap. Purchasing wine habits 

are not necessarily a dependable proxy for wine consumption, which could include 

restaurant and wine-bar situations or other social settings that do not involve explicit 

“bottle purchase”. That increased consumption patterns do not strengthen CSR 

influence is logical, since on-premise consumption provides less transparency to 

monitor scores and is generally partaken with staff guidance. 

 

6.2.3 Analysis: CSR Influence by Wine Awareness Indexes 

Page 37 Table F demonstrate that familiarity, in the form of self-assessed wine 

knowledge and wine-ratings awareness, correlates to stronger CSR influence across 

all store shelves. At first, the fact that self-reported “connoisseurs,” were among the 

most substantially influenced by CSR seems counterintuitive; one might easily 

assume this wine-educated group would require less external input. However, this 

finding aligns precisely with the host of other traits (demographic and consumptive) 

shown to have greater dependence on CSR. These traits include higher average-

bottle spend, higher purchase frequency, and awareness of ratings (the latter are 

essentially qualitative references). Therefore, results are less surprising if one 

considers that connoisseurs, if nothing else, seek quality wine. 
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Shoppers who recalled being most influenced by wine publications or consumer 

ratings during their last retail visit were significantly more trusting of CSR in their 

choices than shoppers recalling friends or staff suggestions as their most influential 

source. In fact, in Spark-W, the influence of CSR is almost negligible for respondents 

who recalled being influenced by store staff. This offers more evidence of the 

uniqueness of the sparkling market along two lines: high familiarity—in the form of 

perceived low-differentiation—for these styles (Champagne, et al), and the typical 

occasion-driven nature of sparkling wine purchases. For these reasons again, CSR 

are seen as less crucial in decision-making for sparkling wines and serve best as 

casual confirmation of inherent shopper preferences. Confidence in this statement, 

first considered in analysis of Question 1 findings, is sustained by the relative 

population-segment homogeneity26 observed for this market. 

6.2.4 Question Two: Discussion Summary   

Segmentation analysis reveals the non-uniformity of CSR influence for different 

populations reliably breaks along wine engagement indicators. The consumer who 

knows and buys wine frequently learns about ratings and is more likely to give 

credence to a novel rating system based on multiple opinions, namely CSR. 

Interestingly, the research found that even shoppers who explicitly reported not 

relying on CSR in the survey were still influenced by them,27 to some degree, a result 

that should not be lost to a wine brand considering the pros and cons of promoting 

its real-world CSR. 

 

Analysis also establishes logic for exceptions to these core findings in three SSEs 

that reveal additional factors competing for influence against CSR.  
                                                           
26

 (42% regressions failing to show statistical variance) 
27

 Page 37 Table F 
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 Red-FN (Bordeaux, Burgundy, and Napa reds): The inclusion of prestige 

appellations predictably skewed results on two dimensions- that of high-

income and expensive-bottle shoppers, two potentially premium-savvy 

segments.  

 White-I (International Whites & Rosé) results were skewed from core findings 

by showing decreasing CSR influence on high-frequency shoppers (6+ 

monthly purchase) rather than plateauing, as was the case with other SSEs. 

Since white wines tend to be less expensive than their red counterparts28 the 

likelihood that high frequency shoppers in white and rosé categories would be 

more influenced by lower price or brand-dependability is greater than in other 

markets. In fact, the presence of these additional drivers likely contributed to 

the diminished magnitude and reliability of less validated CSR (only 14 

ratings) as noted in Question 1 analysis.  

 Spark-W is a unique market. While CSR appear to matter less for ‘Spark-W’ 

shoppers, the impact is more consistent across multiple demographics. This 

evidence corroborates analysis from Question 1 concerning the role product 

familiarity plays in modulating CSR influence. In fact, possible consumer 

perceptions of a limited stylistic array may lead to ‘false familiarity’, enabling 

purchase drivers other than brand differentiation (such as price or style-

prestige) to prevail. Therefore CSR, being marginally less meaningful would 

show less variance of influence across population segments; a logical theory 

fully supported by existing findings.  

 

                                                           
28

 Due to additional costs of handling, processing, fermenting, storing of red vs whites. Furthermore, market 
demand and perceptions of quality, age-worthiness, and complexity tend to support higher prices for red 
wines. 
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6.3 Discussion of Question 3:  

Do traditional wine attributes (variety, origin, price) modulate CSR effects on wine 

purchasing behavior? 

6.3.1 Analysis: CSR Influence by Grape Variety and Origin (Combined) 

Mixed-Bag-Shelving 

The research finds the more familiar varieties/styles and origins29 
 in each SSE 

reliably benefited most from CSR influence. For example, the selection of a branded 

Chardonnay increased more significantly (+1.53%) when its score climbed by ∆
𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 

star as compared to a branded Rosé (+1.33%). 

Pre-sorted-Shelving 

The amplification advantage afforded to familiar varieties and origins in Mixed-Bag 

Shelving disappeared entirely here, with no significant difference for CSR influence. 

In other words, when each variety30 was assigned its own shelf, both the 

Chardonnay and Rosé in this example gained similar relative market share when 

their respective scores rose by ∆
𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 star. 

6.3.2 Product Familiarity Explains Variance Pattern 

It appears wine consumers continue to employ CSR differently depending on their 

familiarity with the entirety of a wine shelf, as demonstrated by the consistency of 

CSR influence on familiar varieties and origins in one shelving configuration but not 

the other. The findings in Table G and H suggest that where familiarity is uneven, 

consumers are likely to reduce purchase risk two-fold:  

 First, with a predisposition towards what is most familiar,  

                                                           
29

 ¾ of selected sparkling wine categories have specific regional/varietal statutory requirements with 

origin/variety attributes segment identically. Therefore, Spark-W discussion for Moderation of Origin 

and Variety are condensed  
30

 Categorization for Rose is similar to Spark-W- concerning how this style is synonymous with variety 

in this study. 
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 Second, by utilizing CSR to validate that selection.  

For the preceding Chardonnay/Rosé example, this means the attraction of an 

average-scoring familiar Chardonnay is likely to be greater than that of a higher 

scoring less familiar (i.e. riskier) Rosé.  Conversely, when the perceived familiarity is 

uniform among the selection of wines, there is no dual strategy to reduce purchase 

risk aside from the displayed CSR: the Rosé with a high score on a Rosé-only shelf 

becomes as attractive as a Chardonnay with the same high score on a Chardonnay-

only shelf. Tellingly, Red-CA showed similar CSR influence in both Mixed-Bag-

Shelving and Pre-sorted-Shelving configurations due to comparable shopper 

familiarity levels for Napa Valley and California wines. Incidentally, prestige drivers 

may continue to skew results in Red-FN, which could explain why Pinot Noir (#3 US 

market-rank) actually tied with Cabernet Sauvignon (#1 US market-rank) (Wines 

Vines Analytics, 2017) for CSR influence in Mixed-Bag-Shelving.  

6.3.3 Analysis: CSR Influence by Price 

Mixed-Bag-Shelving  

Page 42 Table I shows CSR does not significantly alter preference among different 

price levels in Mixed-Bag-Shelving settings. Across all SSE shelving scenarios with 

randomized price arrangements, the influence of CSR on predicted share was the 

same for a US$12 bottle and a US$28 bottle (and every analyzed brand in-between). 

Thus on average, the US$28 bottle experienced the same increase in choice as the 

US$12 bottle when CSR rose from by ∆
𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 star. 

Pre-sorted-Shelving 

Price does alter the strength of CSR when shelves are organized separately by 

price-point: CSR influence increases on higher-priced shelves. When wines were 

pre-sorted by approximate price-point – low (US$15), medium (US$20), and high 
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(US$25) – and grouped onto three distinct shelves, the same US$28 bottle (now on 

an expensive shelf next to others of similar price) was chosen with greater frequency 

for each ∆
𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 star than the US$12 bottle (now displayed on the inexpensive shelf). 

This phenomenon occurred for three of four SSEs (Red-CA, Red-FN, Spark-W).  

6.3.4 Budget Preference Explains Variance Pattern 

The variance of price modulation on CSR influence between each shelving 

configuration fits the pattern of consumer tendency posited thus far: CSR impact on 

shopper preferences is altered by familiarity levels. In the case of price, familiarity 

takes the form of budgetary comfort-zone. During Mixed-Bag-Shelving, consumers 

select budget first, then consider CSR to help finalize their decision (Thach and 

Chang, 2015)31. Consequently, CSR’s influence by price is not altered. On the Pre-

sorted-Shelving, the increased strength of CSR for higher-priced shelves reveals its 

capacity to assure quality and therefore reduce price sensitivity when facing a 

greater financial commitment with no more-affordable alternatives. Considering that 

lower-priced brands can reasonably be thought of as comfort-zones for a greater 

proportion of consumers32, the stronger CSR influence on higher prices naturally 

appears when shoppers do not have the privilege of selecting a preferred budget. 

 

The White wine category, not unexpectedly, fails to show a difference between 

Mixed-Bag and Pre-sorted-Shelving for Price. This outcome considers the notion 

from Question Two that White wine shoppers may be more partial to low prices or 

perhaps more precisely, they are accustomed to less financial risk since the category 

                                                           
31

 This tendency is supported in wine consumer literature asserting that price is one of the primary 

determinants for choice (Thach and Chang, 2015) 
32

 US market data shows decreasing share of purchase as bottle cost goes up, especially past $20 (Brager 
(Nielsen), 2017), indicating most consumers are by definition, more comfortable with lower-priced wine. 
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is generally less expensive than reds for a similar quality-level. The response to 

qualitative references like CSR is moderated by a stricter budget in mind. 

6.3.4 Question 3: Discussion Summary  

A review of findings points to a complex interaction between CSR and purchasing 

behavior, governed by consumer familiarity with wine attributes of variety, origin and 

price. At first, the relationship appears straightforward. For variety and origin, Mixed-

Bag-Shelving scenarios show that CSR are more influential for commercially 

prevalent varieties and origins, i.e. high familiarity categories (Wines Vines Analytics, 

2017). However, shifting configuration to a Pre-sorted-Shelving system alters the 

outcome, since the variance of CSR influence among varieties and origins is 

neutralized. Consumers, unable to distinguish favorites or select familiar alternatives 

when the brands on the shelf comprise the same variety or origin, evolve to consider 

CSR equally attractive across most varieties and origins.  

 

For Price, shelving configurations reveal the tendency to rely on a pre-determined 

budget as the primary decision-making attribute that, when neutralized by controlled 

shelf pricing, increases the risk/reward utility of CSR influence at higher prices. This 

ultimately confirms the attraction of CSR as a way to derive or merely enhance a 

level of purchase comfort—in other words, recreating a sense of familiarity.   

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The research has provided ample evidence that Crowdsourced Ratings (CSR) are 

influential in wine purchase decisions, based on four discrete-choice exercises built 

to represent a majority portion of the US wine market. Results derived from an initial 
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raw data set of over 21,000 simulated purchases, combined with an iterative store-

shelf simulator, demonstrate a consistent and positive correlation between CSR and 

predicted shares of wine choice. Statistically-validated findings organized around 

three central questions reveal a clear & meaningful set of conclusions. 

 

The first question sets the initial premise of what CSR can do: “Do CSR influence 

wine purchasing behavior?” The study finds a significant, positive trend between 

CSR and wine choice. The effectiveness of CSR based on associated rating-

volumes is also established. Further, by comparing its impact to that of a known 

influence, professional scores (PWR), the CSR influence is legitimized. 

 

The second question “Is CSR influence non-uniform for different populations?” 

centers on the implicit curiosity concerning to whom does CSR influence matter. 

Apart from confirming CSR influence to a measurable degree across all consumer 

segments, the ideal shopper composite is found to be a middle-income 

generationally younger wine consumer with well-developed habits around wine. The 

segmentation analysis also intimates the presence of competing drivers among the 

Store-Shelf-Exercises (SSEs), notably prestige in red wines from France and Napa, 

value in white wines, and the standardized style perception of sparkling wines. 

 

The third and final question “Do wine attributes (e.g. variety, price, origin) moderate 

CSR effects on wine purchasing behavior?” refines the results by building on the 

implications from first and second queries to consider the how and why of CSR 

influence. The outcome is clear: the variance of CSR impact among attributes of 

variety, origin, and price depends, to a large degree, on shelving configurations. 
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Resultantly, after speculation during Questions 1 and 2 analyses, the understanding 

that product familiarity (whether it be varietal familiarity, origin familiarity, or budget 

comfort-zones) will modify CSR influence to a measurable degree is confirmed by 

the final analysis. 

 

7.2 Implications for the Wine Industry  

The findings from this research highlight a number of implications for the wine 

industry: 

7.2.1 Increasing CSR ratings 

With sufficient rating-volume, CSR can be as effective as professional wine ratings. 

This result should encourage wineries to explore novel ways to increase their rating 

tallies, notwithstanding the potential of negative-feedback. For producers with low (or 

no) professional ratings, tactics might include additional commitments to social 

media links to CSR portals, training tasting room staff to suggest that guests rate 

wines on the spot, or provide incentives to club members to rate favorites during 

outreach initiatives. Given that over one-quarter of high-frequency wine consumers 

use a wine app to make a purchase decision (Thach and Chang, 2015), the effort to 

gain sufficient CSR ratings is not entirely unrealistic.  

 

7.2.2 Value Chain Utility 

Observation of the varied nature of CSR influence on broad-wine types (reds, whites 

and sparkling) is useful to the entire wine value chain. For instance, the increase in 

sparkling wine popularity in the US (Brager (Nielsen), 2017) portends increased 
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competition as more producers enter this sector. Armed with the awareness that 

consumers shopping in this category may act more homogeneously towards scores 

due to style preference or drinking-occasion, sparkling wine producers should 

prioritize relevant CSR in their sales kits and marketing brochures regardless of 

target audience. Distributors can highlight sufficiently high CSR for their sparkling 

wines and remind merchant buyers that their customers could still be swayed 

regardless of the rating-volume. Finally, restaurateurs may consider displaying high 

CSR ratings for lesser-known brands of popular styles (Prosecco, Cava), since 

familiar styles have been shown to be readily accepted, even if brands are obscure. 

7.2.3 Persistent Consumer Outreach 

While wine engagement factors increase the likelihood of consumers being attracted 

to and utilizing CSR, one minor finding stood out: CSR impact existed on shopper 

segments that explicitly stated not being influenced by them in the survey. This result 

should be welcome news to companies in the CSR business. Popular portal sites 

and aggregators should continue promoting their systems to all wine consumers, 

regardless of demographic or preference previously considered “uninfluenced.” 

Furthermore, online wine companies that do not track or garner reviews or rating 

content may benefit by linking their sites to these portals and increase validity of their 

products. 

 

 
7.2.4 Off-premise Merchandizing Strategies 

Two corollary findings provide wine merchants with potential leverage to maximize 

the impact of a CSR score. 
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1) Familiar wine categories have an inherent advantage with respect to CSR 

influence on shopper choice. 

2) Shelving configurations impact CSR influence on the categories displayed.   

In light of these findings, a retailer interested in increasing the likelihood of selling a 

high-margin or slow-moving wine would consider the assortment of wines in the mix 

when creating the display mix. For instance, with the finding for price demonstrating 

CSR fail to up-sell or alter pre-determined budgets, merchants intent on selling more 

quantities of a high-scoring expensive brand should place it next to similarly-priced 

bottles instead of less-expensive ones, irrespective of the scores of other brands. 

7.3 Limitations & Potential for Future Study  

This research was conducted in a virtual setting, which means respondents did not 

face contextual inputs like shelf-talkers or decision-making with real money. 

Additionally, by purposefully limiting the scope to off-premise shopping 

environments, this study did not consider other wine purchasing channels like 

restaurants or winery tasting rooms. The investigation of CSR influence within real 

world off- and on-premise sectors would be of additional interest and usefulness. 

  

To keep the scale of the study within bounds, population segments were not cross-

referenced. However, granular study of populations, including factorial cross-

referencing, could uncover new findings. For example: Does variation exist between 

CSR influence on self-described connoisseurs in high-income vs. low-income 

population segments?   
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Nonlinear Score impact on Purchasing Behavior: Data show that the relationship 

between CSR and predicted share may be better described by a quadratic 

correlation as compared to a linear one (i.e. quadratic R values > linear R values), 

suggesting that CSR impacts choice more dramatically as scores escalate33. 

7.4 Contribution to Wine Academia 

It is perhaps an a priori assumption that topics of CSR influence in wine would not 

generate straightforward conclusions, given that scholars have long established the 

inherent complexity of wine-buying decisions. Nevertheless, this study postulates, 

analyzes, and establishes the relationship between CSR and purchasing behavior in 

statistically-valid and measurable terms for the first time. Furthermore, the iterative 

feature of the methodology’s simulation tool identifies conditions modifying the 

effectiveness of CSR. These conditions support the established literature’s concept 

of uncertainty34 as a predictor of wine consumers’ behavior and the ways in which 

external information is sought to reduce risk35. The review is consistent: consumers 

in this study were attuned to their own risk-tolerance, which, in turn, altered how 

CSR impacted their choices. These, and other CSR-related findings for demographic 

segmentation, low & high wine involvement, and inherent advantages of familiar 

wine attributes, likewise contribute to the academic field of wine study with an off-

premise wrinkle: the information used by consumers depends on store-shelf 

merchandizing more than previously known. 

 

In summary, this study demonstrates how crowd-sourced ratings, long established 

as beneficial in the sale and consumption of other products, can also be useful within 
                                                           
33

 Topics are planned for future study by author 
34

 Referenced in Literature Review: (Outreville and Desrochers, 2016) 
35

 Referenced in Literature Review:  (Barber, Ismail and Dodd, 2007) 
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the complex bundle of information consumers use to choose wine, even if their 

attraction, like any buying cue for wine, is occasionally altered. The full extent of this 

research can be leveraged not just by general consumer behavioral studies, but also 

by various wine industry sectors to strengthen the connection between brands and 

engaged customers who can both gather and share private opinions through an 

increasingly relevant public forum. 
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APPENDIX A: Research Paper Proposal 

 

IMW Research Paper Proposal Submission Form  

Student ID 19610 Date of submission 12-08-17 

RPP Version No 3.0 Name of Advisor 
Mary Gorman-McAdams 
MW 

Note: RPPs must be submitted via your Advisor to the IMW 

Proposed Title 

Crowdsourced Ratings for Wine: Exploring the Rise of the Consumer Critic and its impact on 

Purchasing Behavior in a U.S.A. retail environment. 

Research Questions:  Define the subject of your Research Paper and specify the specific 

research questions you plan to pursue. (No more than 200 words)  

Purchasing an unfamiliar wine is often challenging; wine is experiential with connotative social implications and 
high degree of brand differentiation. In retail settings, time-conscious consumers usually have minimal information 
to help purchase decision beyond price, label information, retailer opinion, or shelf-talker (which may include a 
short description or professional score).  
 
The rising popularity of smartphones and mobile wine apps with rapid label-ID technology and social networks, 
potentially offers new information sources for purchase-decision-making: i.e. crowdsourced ratings (CSR)36. In 
particular, the 5-star rating scale popularized by eCommerce (Amazon, Yelp, Tripadvisor) may offer new, 
measurable influences on wine purchase decisions. 
 
Vivino, the largest downloaded smartphone wine app—22 million global app-downloads, 200,000 winery 
database, 100,000 daily crowdsourced ratings—can be considered a sufficiently large digital wine marketplace to 
be a credible resource of CSR that legitimizes an influence on purchasing behavior 37.  
 
This research paper examines the relative influence of the numerical five-star scale CSR compared to the more 
common numerical scale, the professional wine rating (PWR) 100-point system. 

 

 Q1: Do CSR in a retail environment affect wine purchasing behavior, and how does the magnitude and 
reliability of their effect compare with that of PWR? 

 Q2: Is CSR influence non-uniform for different US population demographics?  

                                                           
36

 Best Wine Label Scanning apps 2016: www.jancisrobinson.com 
37

 https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/vivino-wine-scanner/id414461255?mt=8 
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 Q3: Do traditional wine attributes (e.g. variety, origin, price) modulate CSR effects on wine purchasing 
behavior? 

 

Background and Context: Explain what is currently known about the topic and address why 

this topic requires/offers opportunities for further research. (No more than 200 words) 

Scholars have extensively investigated wine consumer behavior38. Concerning new wine purchase in retail 
environments, (i.e. bottle is unfamiliar), studies have generally fallen into three areas: 
  

- ‘Consumer Segments’ patterns: socio-economic, psychological, and engagement markers39 
- ‘Situational Influencers’: information overload, social-risk, and self-assessment40 
- Extrinsic cue analysis (price, label, ratings) and intrinsic attribute perceptions (quality, organoleptically)41 

 
While limited research exists on specific impacts of ratings (consumer or professional) on wine purchasing 
behavior, one study did evaluate the importance of amateur reviews on wine purchase, relative to professional 
reviews.42 However, it was non-numerical and specific to a UK retail club channel. Another analyzed the impact of 
numerical pro-ratings in a wine retail environment.  No study has specifically investigated the relative impact of 
both numerical systems – PWR 100-point and CSR numerical systems, or if rating influence is non-uniform by 
traditional wine attributes. 
 
CSR Research: Ample evidence suggests CSR affect general purchasing decisions43. This research will specifically 
examine impact on wine purchasing. It builds upon existing research of numerical PWR impact on wine demand via 
similar methodology while introducing a new attribute – CSR.  
 
The study of CSR & PWR impact in a simulated retail environment is valuable to wine businesses, especially where 
heuristics play a role in the buying process of a retail environment. 

 

Sources: Identify the nature of your source materials (official documents, books, articles, other 

studies, etc.) and give principle sources if appropriate. (No more than 150 words) 

 

 Bonn et all, Purchasing Wine Online: The Effects of Social Influence, Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, and 
Wine Involvement Nov 2015. 

 Denton Marks, Seeking the Veritas about the Vino: fine wine ratings as wine knowledge Oct 2015. 

 Dubois, P. Identifying the effect of unobserved quality and experts’ reviews in the pricing of experience goods. 2010 

 Iyengar, R., Han, S., Do friends influence purchases in a social network? Harvard University 2009 

 Knowles, Sarah MW, What is the relative importance when using a member’s (amateur’s) positive review vs an 
expert’s positive review on sales within The Wine Society? June 2015 

 Paris, Nicholas MW, Wine Scores and Consumer Purchasing Behavior, June 2014 

                                                           
38

 Taylor et al, Exploring impulse purchasing of wine in the online environment September 2016. 
39

 Palma et al, Measuring Consumer Preferences using Hybrid Discrete Choice Models July 2013. 
40

 Nelson Barber, How will my wine purchase decision be viewed by others? May 2016. 
41

 Denton Marks, Seeking the Veritas about the Vino: fine wine ratings as wine knowledge Oct 2015. 
42

Sarah Knowles, What is the relative importance when using a member’s (amateur’s) positive review vs an 
expert’s positive review on sales within The Wine Society? June 2015 
43

 Michael Luca, Reviews, Reputation, and Revenue: The Case of Yelp.com Dec 2011 
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 Luca, Michael, Reviews, Reputation, and Revenue: The Case of Yelp.com Dec 2011 

 Palma et al, Measuring Consumer Preferences using Hybrid Discrete Choice Models July 2013. 

 Taylor et al, Exploring impulse purchasing of wine in the online environment September 2016 

 Vivino.com 
 

Research Methodology: Please detail how you will identify and gather the material or 

information necessary to answer the research question(s) and discuss what techniques you will 

use to analyse this information. (No more than 500 words) 

Summary: This research designs a choice-modeling survey based on conjoint analysis theory to measure consumer 
preferences of various promotion values, with specific attention to numerical CSR and PWR. Respondents will be 
asked to make mock purchases from a retail wine shelf simulation. 
Outline:  
Respondents will engage a simulation via computer and scroll through various wine brands for sale. All brands will 
display label and price attributes, while some brands will show one additional attribute: promotion – defined as 
information intended to increase interest in that specific brand. The promotion-attribute may be a discount or 
numerical rating of either 1) CSR - (5-star scale with crowd-volume) or 2) PWR – (100-point scale from “Leading 
Wine Publication”) Ratings are intentionally generic to remove brand biases (such as Vivino or Wine Spectator) 
 
Simulation Build:  

 12+ simulated retail shelf-tasks, each displaying randomized wine-brands of discrete grape varieties at 

similar prices (e.g. choice-set of Pinot Noir brands next to Cabernet Sauvignon brands between $15.00 - 

$25.00)   

 The simulation will mimic real-world buying conditions as follows: 

o Simulated shelf exercises will produce choice-sets of the five major varieties representing 60%+ 

share (volume and value) of U.S.A. off-premise industry, ensuring commercial relevance.44 

o Simulation will incorporate a mix of well-known and obscure brands of various production sizes. 

o Simulation will display several alternatives—minimum five—per set, resembling wide range of 

retail alternatives. 

 Promotion attributes, including numerical CSR and PWR, will be randomly assigned.  

 Including preliminary questionnaire, survey will last 12-14 minutes.  

 Pilot survey will test logic and data reliability. 

Choice-set Example:  
Respondent may choose a single purchase from the following selections: 

 Decoy by Duckhorn Cabernet Sauvignon - US$28.99 – 3.9 / 5.0 Stars (852 consumers)  

 Wild Horse Central Coast Cabernet Sauvignon - US$22.99 - (no explicit promotion attribute) 

 Obsidian Ridge Lake County Cabernet Sauvignon - US$26.99 – 89 / 100 Points by leading wine publication 

 None of these 
 
Note: Respondents will see a variety of different choice-sets. 
 
Analysis:  
Post-survey, discrete-choice modeling software will measure the relative strength of all values for each attribute. 
Long established within the market research industry, this methodology—discrete-choice conjoint analysis—can 
reliably forecast the utility (attraction) of a product’s attributes45. In particular, we focus on the utility of the 
promotion-attribute—attraction of numerical CSR and PWR scores (3.9 Stars and 89 Points in the above example.) 

                                                           
44

 Nielsen 52-week Scantrack ending Sept 12, 2015 and four previous 52 week periods. www.nieslen.com  
45

 Louviere, Jordan J, Conjoint Analysis Modelling of State Preferences, 1988 

http://www.nieslen.com/
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In other words, Questions #1 and #2 will be answered: Do CSR have a measurable effect on wine purchasing 
behavior greater or less than effects of PWR, and are CSR effects non-uniform by demographic segments? Finally, 
the survey will measure relative utilities within attributes to answer Question #3: Are CSR effects moderated by 
additional wine attributes such as price, variety, or origin?  
 
Respondent Acquisition:  
A third-party research firm (sourced by Strategic Insights, New York) will recruit a population of 1,200 respondents 
to reach statistical significance at 90% confidence level and +/- 5 interval. Pre-screening by key demographic data 
(gender, age, wine consumption habits) will serve a dual purpose: respondent modeling will reflect real-world U.S. 
wine consumer population and mitigate respondent bias for/against wine types.  
 
Expertise: 

 Software Platform: Sawtooth Software: Survey Software & Conjoint Analysis www.sawtoothsoftware.com 

 Data & Survey Programming & Analytics: Strategic Insights, Inc. www.strategicinsightsinc.com 

Potential to Contribute to the Body of Knowledge on Wine: Explain how this Research 

Paper will add to the current body of knowledge on this subject.  (No more than 150 words) 

It is well documented that other people’s opinions (expert and peer) influence general buying patterns. With the 
advent of opinion aggregators– online & smartphone portals that collects & generates averaged numerical 
Crowdsourced Ratings— being less than a decade old, the opportunity for academic study on their impact on 
consumer purchase is still in its infancy. 
 
Given that wine is experiential and an extremely differentiated product category, buyer uncertainty is pervasive 
enough that extrinsic cues for quality and assurance are regularly sought. Now that a recognizable numerical 
standard widely used by general eCommerce environments—5-star reviews—is gaining visibility as a resource for 
wine-buyers, this research paper lays the groundwork for a new area of study. In particular, enterprises 
investigating the evolution of consumer purchasing drivers will find this study useful. 
 
Disclosure: The researcher consults for several clients including Vivino Inc., a company that may potentially 
benefit from the study.  
 

Proposed Time Schedule/Programme: This section should layout the time schedule for the 

research, analysis and write-up of the Research Paper and should indicate approximate dates 

with key deliverables. Dates of submission to both Advisors and the IMW must be those 

specified by the IMW. 

http://www.sawtoothsoftware.com/
http://www.strategicinsightsinc.com/
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Research 
 
General: (Updated 8-30-2017) 

- Through Feb 15th – Complete literature review, draft outline of discrete choice modeling survey.  
- February 16th through end of month- Finalize attribute and value selection, factorial design—Wine list, 

wine labels, pricing, scoring and promotional attributes created. Pilot study conducted Late February.  
- April – 1-week period– Survey launched and responses collected 
- May – Critical analysis of data, assessment of preliminary patterns and simulations conducted. 
- September – First draft of Research Paper. 
- October – Revise and re-write drafts 
- November 10th – Submit Penultimate Draft to Advisor 
- December 18th – Submit Final Draft to the IMW 

 
Acknowledgement: 
The researcher acknowledges employing several methodology elements utilized by an earlier MW Dissertation 
which explores the elasticity of wine demand as a function of professional scores46. However the origins of this 
Research Paper are independent and unique. Curiosity about consumer purchase drivers stems from the author’s 
own professional background in consumer-facing sales environments. The assigned MW advisor can vouch for the 
originality of the topic idea. 

 

                                                           
46

 Paris, Nicholas, Wine Scores and Consumer Purchasing Behavior: The Level of Influence of Numerical Scores 
on Consumer Wine Purchasing Behavior in the US Off-Trade, Master of Wine Dissertation 2014. 
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Appendix B: Online Survey with Simulated Shelf Exercise 

 

Actual questions and simulated retail shelf sets would fill a computer screen one at a 

time. 
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Representative screenshot of an actual Shelf (task) from RED-CA Simulated Shelf 

Exercise (SSE). 600 Shoppers were exposed to nine Shelves, each varying 

attributes of Brand, discount, PWR and CSR (and rating-volumes from consumers)  
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Representative screenshot of an actual Shelf (task) from RED-FN Simulated Shelf 

Exercise (SSE). 600 Shoppers were exposed to nine Shelves, each varying 

attributes of Brand, discount, PWR and CSR (and rating-volumes from consumers)  
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Representative screenshot of an actual Shelf (task) from WHITE-I Simulated Shelf 

Exercise (SSE). 600 Shoppers were exposed to nine Shelves, each varying 

attributes of Brand, discount, PWR and CSR (and rating-volumes from consumers)  
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Representative screenshot of an actual Shelf (task) from SPARK-W Simulated Shelf 

Exercise (SSE). 600 Shoppers were exposed to nine Shelves, each varying 

attributes of Brand, discount, PWR and CSR (and rating-volumes from consumers)  
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Appendix C: Simulated Shelf Exercise Brand Lists 

FOR RED-CA, RED-FN, WHITE-I, SPARK-W 

 

 

 

 

 

STORE SHELF EXERCISE: RED-CA COLLECTION (24 BRANDS) 

Cabernet Sauvignon Origin Price Red Blend Origin Price 

Joel Gott 815 California $14.00 Cline Cashmere Red California $14.00 

Jam Cellars California $19.00 Matthiasson Tendu California $18.00 

Oreana California $24.00 
Seventy Five  
The Sum Red 

California $22.00 

Twenty Bench Napa Valley $18.00 Sean Minor Napa Valley $18.00 

Rutherford Ranch Napa Valley $23.00 
Conn Creek  
Herrock Red 

Napa Valley $22.00 
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Bennett Family  
The Reserve 

Napa Valley $28.00 
Hill Family Estate  
The Barrel Blend 

Napa Valley $26.00 

Pinot Noir Origin Price Zinfandel Origin Price 

Geyser Peak California $14.00 
Kendall-Jackson 
Vintner's Reserve 

California $12.00 

Ghost Pines 
Winemaker's Blend 

California $18.00 Liberty School California $17.00 

Egret (Bonneau) California $23.00 Beran California $23.00 

Rutherford Vintners Napa Valley $18.00 Ravenswood Old Vine  Napa Valley $16.00 

Ca Momi Napa Valley $22.00 Napa Cellars Napa Valley $21.00 

Hindsight Napa Valley $27.00 
Green & Red Vineyard 
Chiles Canyon 

Napa Valley 
$27.00 

 

STORE SHELF EXERCISE: RED-FN COLLECTION (24 BRANDS) 

Cabernet Sauvignon Origin Price Red Blend Origin Price 

Chateau Pimorin Haut-Medoc $17.00 Boutinot California $16.00 

Chateau Belle-Vue Haut-Medoc $22.00 Feraud-Brunel California $19.00 

Chateau Coufran Haut-Medoc $28.00 
Clos du Caillou  
Cuvee Unique 

California $25.00 
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Twenty Bench Napa Valley $18.00 Sean Minor Napa Valley $17.00 

Rutherford Ranch Napa Valley $23.00 
Conn Creek  
Herrock Red 

Napa Valley $20.00 

Bennett Family  
The Reserve 

Napa Valley $29.00 
Hill Family Estate  
The Barrel Blend 

Napa Valley $26.00 

Pinot Noir Origin Price Merlot Origin Price 

Bouchard Aine Bourgogne $16.00 Chateau Brun St.Emilion $15.00 

Frederic Magnien Bourgogne $22.00 
Chateau de Fonbel 
Grand Cru 

St-Emilion $21.00 

Mongeard-Bugneret Bourgogne $27.00 
Chateau Puy Blanquet 
Grand Cru 

St-Emilion $24.00 

Rutherford Vintners Napa Valley $17.00 Cannonball Napa Valley $16.00 

Ca Momi Napa Valley $23.00 Franciscan Napa Valley $22.00 

Hindsight Napa Valley $28.00 Scenic Root Textbook Napa Valley $25.00 

STORE SHELF EXERCISE: WHITE-I COLLECTION (36 BRANDS) 

Chardonnay Origin Price Pinot Gris/Grigio Origin Price 

St Francis Sonoma $15.00 Chateau St. Jean Sonoma $15.00 

Banshee Sonoma $20.00 
Saladin Cellars  
La Cruz Vineyard 

Sonoma $21.00 

Cep Sonoma $26.00 Keller Estate La Cruz Sonoma $26.00 

Louis Latour Bourgogne $16.00 Willm - Reserve Alsace $16.00 

Bouchard Pere et Fils Bourgogne $21.00 Paul Blanck Alsace $22.00 

Domaine Paul Pernot Bourgogne $27.00 
Jean-Baptist Adam 
Reserve 

Alsace $27.00 

Fleur de Cap Stellenbosch $11.00 Two Oceans Western Cape $11.00 
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De Morgenzon DMZ Stellenbosch $16.00 
Nederberg 
Winemaster's Reserve 

Stellenbosch $17.00 

Hartenberg Estate Stellenbosch $21.00 Val du Charron Reserve Wellington $22.00 

Sauvignon Blanc Origin Price Rose Origin Price 

Matanzas Creek Sonoma $17.00 Angels & Cowboys Sonoma $15.00 

Smith Story Sonoma $23.00 Baker Lane Vineyards Sonoma $20.00 

Eric Kent Cuvee Renee Sonoma $28.00 
A Priori  
Sangiacomo Vineyard 

Sonoma $26.00 

Franck Millet Sancerre $18.00 
Mimi en Provence 
Grand Reserve 

Provence $16.00 

Fournier Les Belles 
Vignes 

Sancerre $24.00 
Domaine Ott  
"By.Ott" 

Provence $21.00 

Gerard Boulay Sancerre $29.00 
Chateau Leoube  
Le Secret de Leoube 

Provence $27.00 

Neil Ellis Sincerely Stellenbosch $13.00 Goats do Roam 
Coastal 
Region 

$11.00 

Saxenburg  
Private Collection 

Stellenbosch $19.00 Protea 
Coastal 
Region 

$16.00 

Waterford Estate Stellenbosch $24.00 Waverley Hills 
Coastal 
Region 

$22.00 

STORE SHELF EXERCISE: SPARK-W COLLECTION (12 BRANDS) 

US Sparkling Origin Price Champagne Origin Price 

Korbel Cellars California $17.00 
Charles Casanove  
Brut tradition 

France $16.00 

Domaine Chandon 
California Brut Classic 

California $22.00 Henri Dubois Brut France $19.00 

Schramsberg 
Mirabelle 

California $28.00 Louis Dumont Brut France $25.00 

Pinot Noir Origin Price Merlot Origin Price 

Codorniu  
'Anna' Brut Cava 

Spain $16.00 
Mionetto Prestige 
Treviso 

Italy $15.00 

Gramona La Cuvee 
Gran Reserva Cava 

Spain $22.00 
Adami Dry Vigneto 
Giardino 

Italy $21.00 

Raventos I Blanc   
Brut Nature 

Spain $27.00 
Altaneve Prosecco 
Conegliano-V  

Italy $24.00 
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Appendix D: Respondent (Shopper) Population 

Representative Sampling of Survey Respondents compared to US Population data in three Wine 

Indexes: Demographic (Age), Purchase Habits (Bottle Costs) and Involvement (Wine Knowledge) 

 

  

 

 

Source: Wine Market Council 2017 Wine Consumer 

Segmentation Slide Handbook 

Source: (Wines Vines Analytics, 2017) 

(Excludes  >US$10 Retail to match Survey Range) 

Respondents of legal drinking-age from a national 

consumer database of six million people. 

Respondents of legal drinking-age from a national 

consumer database of six million people.  

Respondents of legal drinking-age from a national 

consumer database of six million people. 

Source: Survey of Consumer Preferences with Quota 

Requirements (Thach and Chang, 2015) 
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Appendix E: CSR Rating-Volume Derivation 

 

Histogram analysis of the entire database of 25+ million ratings for 8+ million wine 

labels (with at least 1 rating) of one leading wine app (Vivino.com, (Cebulla, 2017) ) 

derived the following results: 

Approximately 85% of all wine labels have 14 ratings or less (5-star scale) 

Approximately 0.5% of all wine labels have 850 ratings or more (5-star scale) 

Those two values provided appropriately credible range of volumes from which to 

create the three rating-volumes for this study. 

“Low volume” ratings were defined as 14 ratings e.g. “4.2 Stars with 14 ratings.” 

“High volume” ratings were defined as 852 ratings e.g. “4.2 Stars with 852 ratings.” 

Next, to find an appropriate “middle-ground” of popular US wine ratings, the average 

of all 96 Brands in this study was taken, directly from Vivino.com, resulting in 

approximately 173 ratings. Thus:  

“Middle volume” ratings were defined as 173 ratings e.g. “4.2 Stars with 173 ratings” 
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Appendix F: Normalization Process for Linear Proportionality. 

For Slope Comparisons between two numerically different systems: Crowd-sourced 

Ratings (5-star scale) and Professional Wine Ratings (100-point scale) 

 

Access granted from Vivino.com data base and analysis of 43,000 wine brands with 

the following conditions: 

 30 reviews or more by consumers on the Vivino Wine Scanning App. 

 Average of 3.6 Stars or greater on Vivino.com 

 86 points or more from at least one of the following professional critics: Robert 

Parker, Wine Spectator, Wine Enthusiast, Stephen Tanzer, and Antonio 

Galloni. 

The resulting chart shows highly correlated (R^2 = .98) relationship between Vivino 

ratings and PWR (Professional Wine Ratings). 

 

 

 

y = 5.8516x + 66.942 
R² = 0.9805 
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The equation y = 5.8516 + 66.942 (where y = PWR and x = CSR) establishes a 

baseline constant (C) = 0.1709  

Finally, to measure the relative magnitude of influence between PWR and CSR, the 

constant C is used to bring PWR and CSR slopes into alignment and allow linearly 

proportional comparisons of purchase influence between both rating systems.  

 

Normalization Equation where: 

 m is slope of a given rating system 

 C is the constant value (1.676) bringing 

PWR and CSR into alignment 

 𝛼 signifies normalization - allowing 

proportional comparisons 

 ᵣᵥ is Review Volume for a given CSR 

𝑚(𝑃𝑊𝑅)

𝐶
   𝛼  𝑚(𝐶𝑆𝑅ᵣ)     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


